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Hawley Opened
Blsbee. Ariz., Lawyer Acquit Attorney
State's Case In Haywood
ted by Jury Which DeliberTrial With Recital of
ated Over Evidence
Alleged Facts.
For 24 Hours.
"INNER

SENSATIONAL MURDER

Evidence Introduced by Counsel One of His Statements Which
Caused Much Argument-Accus- es
Williams In Trial of Alleged Slay
Defendant of Conspirer Caused Former to be
With
ing
Others to AcAffidavit Said
complish Alurder.
to Have Ee;n Made.
Tombstone, Ariz., June 4. After
deliberating twenty-fou- r
hours, the
Jury In the case of Star K. Williams,
on trial for subordination of perjury
brought in a verdict of not guilty.
This is the ending of one of the Incidents of a most sensational case
which followed a crime committed In
Blsbee, April 23, 1906, when J. C.
Campbell, a transfer man, shot and
killed a comnetitor in business named
James C. McLaughlin, Campbell being 25 years old and McLaughlin 48
years old.
The killing was the outgrowth of a controversy
between
Campbell and Mclaughlin the night
before.
Outgrowth of Murder Triul.
Star K. Villiamsvvas employed as
counsel for Campbell during his ensuing battle with the law.
In the
course of the trial he introduced an
affidavit of a man named C. K. Buster, the affidavit having been made
In his office. This affidavit was later
discountenanced and Ruster, the man
who made it, was sent to the penitentiary, where Campbell also is.
Williams was then Indicted fof
. erjuiv,
it bcrny
sub ji na; Ion j
contended that he Induced Buster to
make the affidavit.
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American Revenue Cutter Formal Complaint Against
Rush Found Vessel FishHim Filed by Grand Jury
ing In Forbidden Waters
With District Attorney
Off Alaska.
Langdon.
ORDER

IS GIVEN TO
TAKE

SHADOWED TALESMEN

HER TO PORT

FOR

SCHM1TZ

JURY

Joint Regulations in Force Be Admitted That Fact Claiming He
tween America and England
Wanted Only Proper Persons
Will Govern This Case-J- ap
Selected as Jurors-Rue- fs
Sealers Also. In Alaskan
Testimony In Gas Rate
Waters but Not Poaching.
Graft Is Sensational.
Washington, D. C, June 4. The
secretary of the treasury has received
a telegram from Captain Alnsworth,
of the revenue cutter Rush, stating
that he has seized the British sealing
schooner Charlotta o. Cox, which was
found Illegally catching seals in the
Falrweather grounds oft Alaska.
The department directed the cap
talo of the Hush to deliver the Cox
to the British authorities at the near
est port In British Columbia, in ac
cordance with the Joint regulations
of the two governments.
Rush also reported the presence of
Japanese sealers in the same vicinity
with a large number of seals on
board.
The Japanese sealers, however, are
not subject to seizure outside of ter
rltorlal waters, though It Is now the
closed season.

San Francisco, June 4. The grand
Jury yesterday filed with District At
torney Langdon a formal complaint
against Chief of Police Dlnan, charg
ing him with wilful and corrupt misconduct in tampering' with talesmen
summoned for the trial of Mayor
Schmitz.
Din an admitted having detailed of
ficers to shadow the men on the
venire, but declared that he did so
mitled this an dotlier crimes on the
specific request of Haywood.
because he wanted to see no Improper
CLERKS
BOMB HAS GOVERNMENT
TERRORIST
Mute' Tlnory.
person on the Jury.
Hawley announced that he expectHalf a score of witnesses were ex
ed tj show that the action of Govamined before the grand Jury, com
ernor Steunenberg In crushing out
FATAL EFFECT
prising police officers and newspaper
the rioters in Coeur d'Alene brought
on him the enmity of the "inner cirreporters.
cle" of the Western Federation of
Rucf's Testimony.
was
be
Miners and as a result of this
PAY
LODZ
THEIR
AT
The
transcript
of testimony taken
cirof
"Inner
the
order
at
the
killed
before the grand Jury In the gas rata
cle."
Haw ley concluded his address at
Investigation, In which John Martin.
NEW MIDSHIPMAN A
11:06 this morning.
Eugene de Sabla and Frank Drum
defensj
Darrovv announced that the
Two Detectives Killed. Two Secretary Garfield Started
were Indicted tor bribery, credits
would reserve Its opening statement
Ruef with having testified
MILITARY GRADUATE Abraham
until the state's case Is closed.
In part as follows.
Soldiers and Three Other
That Atotto in Interior
C. F. Wayne was called as the Hist
"I
received
from Drum $20,000 at
witness ut 11:30 o'clock.
attorney's fee, about the time the gas
Department.
Injured.
Persons
First Wittiest'.
rates were being fixed.
Ot that
Wayne said that he was working
money I gave to Gallagher for the.
4 Special to The Evening Citizen.
on tlie Steunenberg place the night
4
board of supervisors about $14,000.
Uoswell. N. M., June 4. Don- of the explosion and he described the
Drum spoke to me about employing
aid Wheeler Hamilton, the local
OTHER OFFICIALS
occurrence. The defense declined to PATROL FIRES INTO
4 boy, who has been appointed
me in the service ot the company a
Wayne.
as midshipman to the United
month or two before he engaged me
FOLLOW THE EXAMPLE
CROWD WOUNDING MANY
Dr. J. W. Gue, who attended the
4 States Naval Academy at Anas attorney to represent his interests
dying man, described his terrible intin polls, Md., Is the son of W. O.
as I understood it from him, which
juries. He also was excused without
Hamilton, a well known resident
he represented in the company,' at
Lodz. Russia, June 4. Two detecWashington, June 4. A very con
city and Chaves county.
this
of
$1,000 a month. I received It. I beJohn C. Hlce, attorney, and X. S. tives were killed and two soldiers and slderable proportion of the thirty odd 4
Young Hamilton is a gradu- lieve, for two or three months."
Ellis, merchant, testified to seeing
ate from the military academy
Of the $20,000 Ruef said he gave
other persona wounded, in the thousand government clerks in Wash
having
Orchard near Steunenberg's residence three
an
and
besides
extensive
Hchmltz $10,000. Drum, in hte testimany times during the month before street here today by the explosion of lngton are In a state bordering on ' knowledge of military affairs, is
mony,
said he never talked with Ruef
so'.'.Cv ofThey were
an nthlet. flaiulltoii will Join
a bomb, thrown' at
the assassination.
lei i or. Tho Keep commission, ap
and Schmitz in reference to gas rate
4
by Richardson and a recess ficials by terrorists.
1908
the
freshman
class
of
at
the
and denied paying KuK a fee of $20.-oplnted by President Roosevelt to In 4 naval academy.
was then taken until 2 o'clock.
and a salary of $1,000 per
A patrol of infantry, attracted by vestigate the workings o fthe gov
month.
upon the ernment machinery and recommend
the explosion, appeared
scene soon after the explosion and reforms, started the
SNAKES MEET IN
scire, and 5uo
opened fire upon the crowd which retary of the Interior
Uarlleld and BEST
OF ALL ARMIES COLORADO
gathered, wounding thirteen persons. Mr. Jialllnger, his commissioner
RIVER
IS
of
Thirty arrests were made.
public lands, have collaborated
SWALLOWING MATCH
are several heaping up and piling on dismay.
Among: those arrested
prominent member of the terrorist
Ciurlluld blurts Trouble.
IS STATEMENT OF
HEARING TOP OF
body, and the police believe they have
For Garfield and Balllnger are re
Vanquished the man who threw the bomb, though
ATTOKXKV J. H. HAWLLV,
kiliU Scrtciit
Gara.
capital
U.
.
formers,
with
each
iiiul iH'vouretl a Itlacksnakc
none have confessed.
For the
was a member of the Keep com
of Jejuni Size.
Steps were taken this afternoon to Meld
II
mission, which started all the trouble
prove that they were even in th
LEVEES
increase the patrol of Infantry all and
when he wus promoted from
state of Idaho at the time the crime
Washington, 3. C. June 4. An In- over the city, and all suspicious char- bureau
port
to
cabinet
a
was committed.
teresting experiment with snakes, in- acters ate being arrested.
folio he set out to put Into operation
lty the laws of this state, however, volving the swallowing of one reptile
.
some of his ideas us to what's what
accessories before the fart must be by another of the same size, has reJapanese Leader Has Good It Now Lacks But 2.9 Feet of
and who's who.
charged with the crime as principals. cently been conducted In a room of
Allege Conspiracy.
the National museum. The performHud Soft Simps.
COTTON CROP REPORT
Words For Uncle Sam's
"It is our purpose,' the leading at- ance was in tlie nature of a cannibaBeing at Highest Point
For many years, dating back to tlie
torney for the state went on. "to listic duel. The principals were a
lime when the civil service law threw
show that the death of Steunenberg king snake and a hlacksnake,. well
Soldiers.
Its loving and protecting arm about
Ever Reached.
was the result of conspiracy, under- matched in respect to dimensions, but
them, government clerks in Wushlng
STARTS PRICES
standing and collusion between the with the odds by tlie knowing scienton had led a nice, easy sort of life
leaders of the Western Federation of tists in favor of the king.
with salaries sutlicient to utTord
In separate boxes tlie live snakes,
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., June 4
Miners and other persons. We claim
Imperial City, Cal., June 4. The
wor
and
comfortable
existence
were In a famished condition,
that the leaders of this union are which brought
General Kurokl, tho leader of th Colorado river stands 2'J.IO feet today
keep
blood
to
In
enough
clrcula
the
to the ollice, and were
responsible for this outrage, and it were
Is still rising.
and
Hon without assuming the propor
Japanese army in tne recent war
will be our purpose to prove them released from opposite ends of the
The stream lucks but 2:9 feet of
of grinding toil.
lions
with
Russia,
post
arrived
this
at
room.
was
little
this
There
time
wasted
so."
old morning at 10 o'clock, accompanied being at Its highest recorded point.
A large number of estlmabl
in preliminaries.
The beady black
Sensational Statement.
The officials of the Southern Paand ladles hid grown gray by
Hawley said further that they ex- eyes of each reptile seemed to glitter Average Condition Not Equal gentlemen
his party, consisting of I.leutenunt cific railway wished to see a severs
In the strvK-and It was only evl
pect to prove that the officers and viciously as they caught sight of each
test
of their protective works and the
trait of tiu General Yesutsmuna and aides, in Indications
dcnchifl a
which they did almost immeexecutive committee of the Western other,
are that they will b
they had come
man
nature
that
to
upon
diately
being
But
Year
Better
charge
Last
Perhaps
released.
Brigadier
of
Olive
General
Federation were responsible not only
gratified.
believe that the service largely be K. Wood, U. IS. A., retired.
prettiest feature of the contest
for the death ot Steunenberg, but the
In
Ureaks
the government levee on
longed to them, or at least was main
was the maneuvering of the- snakes
During their stay at the post the
Than Expected.
scores of others.
in no small part for thel visiting officers witnessed a review of tho Arizona side tend to relieve the
hold, in which their tactics were
tallied
a
for
The defense objected to this statepressure on the California side.
benefit.
like those of two expert
the troops, visited the infantry and
ment, but the objection was over- singularly
It Is conceded today that the
wrestlers, allowing, of rourse, for the
Many Clerk KciiiovinI.
ruled.
stream will reach the top of the prodifferences. Kach squirm- NEW ORLEANS MARKET
In
was
Gartleld,
In reply to a question from the uhatomieal
came
who
Then
tecting
levees before It subsides.
ing combatant seemed to measure
clothes when many of
court. Hawley said he expected to about four fret in length, and portions
BROKE $1 PER BALE swaddling
prove everything he slated, and that of the virile bodies were elected ill
those who fell under him lirst con
in his opening statement he would the air as they worked for the critinected with tho pay roll of L'ncle
COMMISSION TO
keep "fur within the scope ot the cal and deadly hold, the grip at the
Sam. And with Garfield came Uul
4.
average
Washington,
Tho
June
pretending
sharing,
or
linger,
evidence."
least
at
rapidity
of
back
the neck. With the
Tin' "Inner Circle."
of lightning
they clinched and be- condition of the growing cotton crop to share, the strange notions of hi
REVISE STATUTES
"The 'Inner circle' of tlie federation came so involved that it was vey on May 23 was To. 5 per cent, as cum-- I chief. And they set cut, as a star
always aimed at controlling not only difficult. if not Impossible to tell pared with 84 6 and 77.2 per cent in l rejuvenate the land ollice.
19MB and li0j. respectively.
the organization of the federation, "which w is t'other." From the seemClerks too old or Infirm to dis
Preliminary Work ami Miiliol of
but the government of tho different ingly inextricable tangle the king shot
The ten years' average is 83.60. The ( barge th .' duties they were paid to
Prmvtliirp Kisciisxil at Mtftliig
acreage
year.
aL'.ijtpi.
this
is
states where the organization exist- his head. and. behold! with its Jiws
disehnrvc, went forth the decree, bu
Held ut bantu I t.
lirmly lived In the back of his aned," said Hawley.
iius report, wini" not equal to la1- vet uble to lender some valuable
year s showing.
much better than servi'e. ".ere to be reduced In posl
Uairow objected on tlie ground tagonist's neck III' contest was decidSanta Fe. X. M.. June 4. The
owing to unfavor- - turn ami salary until the service and
that this statement was a "pure piece ed. All that remained was to prform h is been expert
commission to revise the laws of New
the hideous cannibalistic 4inaie. and able weather.
of rhetoric and no part of the state
the compensation met and merged in
Mexico
met at 2 o'clock yesterday afproceeded
tlie
to
this
do.
victor
the
ment of the rase,
Hawley asked not si u
euuitv
ternoon in Its chambers at the Capitiess of cruelty evidently conflicti
to be interrupted
in Murkct.
too old and Infirm to render
ltrenk
ks
'In
tol. President Charles A. Spless was
erv
At this point the attorneys argued ing with tlie uigriiry of hunger.
t'in ..t'oii the government any valuable
Orleans, Im.k. d
in the chair, and llenjamin M. Read
at some length. Hoth Hawley and
were to be gently but tirtnly up
ut one dollar per
l'
broke
market
'A
was at his post
as secretary.
The
lost patience.
cast out. Ilieii tlie
t
and
govern- - rootv-but "jude PULLMAN
upon
ipt
re
of
bale
the
the
oth.r members present were Attorney
AGENT
Wood smoothed the
man got busy. Here a bun. h vv
matter over,
port.
.il i
W. Pi Ichard. R.
K.
tlenei
Hawley agreeing that tlie defens?
their iilmbleiiess
, e ih and F.lmor L.
Tv itrhell of i.t
October Sold il n to 2 cents per decapitated becausegrown
'. 3e.
and
stale,
should hold the light of objertl an
ligures
had
with
I
'
'tiplit y, of Raton.
pound, and
nber went slight-every statement with iut interi upli:.
IS TRANSFERRED jvver.
here another bunch fell because they
Ctiiisiderabie of the preparatory
him.
had never met and formed the ae, compilation w hich has to. be
work
A Trail of lilixxl.
.U.ii:i .ain c of that modern machine
'I'll- - I
of revision can
the t
il
typewriter.
w
iliwley
industry,
the
.u:j
he
othre
be
of
that
.in on pii the..! 1ms been performed
H. lt:lodes, for the last Vein- .n.d ACTRESS WEDS NEW
r
prove the Western Fe.lera'lou of Minwere treated
n other departments
l.y
'I'lr
Head.
The commissionfor the
ers had left a trail of blood, trad- - a hilf general agent
er i (. voted most of their time vester- llkew
ttans-terrecompany,
Puliman
has
been
in blood, hired paid avsassins and coltlav lo tile method of procedure.
to Livingston, Mont., a auiu-tne- r
YORKER IN LONDON UUlY T I.I.Vi: lYS OLD
To expedite- matters it was suggest
lected large sums of money wiihli
resort on the Northern P.tcijir
by Mr. Read that the two mem
ed
tliry used and
la rany r.
TWO
WI.K.IIS
1llMI
I
ii. road, mi
the term nu of sever.il
bers of tin- commission located ut
of a few II. ell of tile
out tlie oh.iri-4.
Mo.,
City,
There
June
Kansas
s'age
lines
rui.iiil.g
the Yellow
Santa Fe be nuide a
"inner circle."
May, tlie have been Incubator babies, but few
Kdna
Jll'o-to have charge of the compilation
He said lie would show that the M me national park.
u. er n .i n ,i
was married this have been tinier than the little brown
Mr. Rhodes was railed to Ciir ag )
work uud have authority to engage
"inner rircle"
Has eiir-- geiiry
spent
the
humanity
has
ot
that
mite
register's
Mm
morning
office
at
ut
days JK' and wniie Itieie. ne
tile services of Competent clerks.
fund to seeuie tile lle.-- l lenil t.nenl l
11 days sleeping, crying and eatpast
l
c
i
r
son
vvisohn,
of
to
Windsor
a
appointed
Tlie names of Law son D. Lowe and
to that oftire.
Mr.
those of their rilcie hul'g--- J
incubator
is. ,ii .. of New York. In ing in a crude, home-mad- e
A.iolph
Lew
Mrs.
mil
Irtneo Chaves vv'ele recommended for
will
leave
Rhodes
tomorrow
rime.
Is
Haughcy
Leo
hospital.
Ho
Christ
t lie
a'
few
ot
a
relatives and l
preselr'e
ippolntmeiit as compiling clerks. Mr.
morning on train No. Z for the east
Will I'rodilre Ijtler.
irali. mi and lie w eighs but two
Lowe is at present , employed In tlie
He declared that lie w oil'.
pr iv They Will stop III St. p.iul several friends.
pounds, which is the same as he
will
spent
be
a
In
The
honev
of the territorial secretary.
office
day
tw
and thea
th at after iirrhird's urre-- i
weighed when he arrived in
ino'oi:,g tour o the continent.
their- new home.
lereived a telegram signed
twelve days ago.
Mr. Rn de is lv
The successor
if the hundred or more patients In
whirh was followed by the pl- seine
l CIKI'RS Ri:
lK
A.
4,000 PEOPLE KILLED ,
the big hospital, little Iao attracts
at Caldwell of Mr. Miller, one it tile A I:ivis. son of lii. f I'l.peetor
i
Oivis, of the Pu.linun lines, wmi
hi :i it ii:.m wnv Die most attention from the hospital
counsel bow detruding Hay woo i.
I
Ins
u
at Chicago.
Mr. lr.;s
j it
lla.vli-said that the prose llt'oil
ki'roki.
Ne.v Yolk. June 4.
At a meeting start and from visitors.
BY AMJARTHQUAKE
that has dropwould produce a let'er from i'efi- - arrived here last night
yesterday at which were represent i pedThe first question
lips
of
those
most
of
the
from
I
cavalry school, the military, federal
hone to III Hard while til.- lal'a r was
of the
striking
branches
nineteen
Al l, MlvxION AlllKN
in Jail.
Longshoremen s union, demands made who have gazed through tile glass auu siate prisons, uie city of Leaven
AUK Kl I'Olt lLI) SAI L. a month ag- on the steamship cum. door of the Incubator on Leo's tiny, worth and other places of interest.
He announced that Orchard had
At lM;a0 o'cloV. Immediately after
full confession i,j Detective
made
Shanghai, June 4 Tlie viceroy of panics were revised and the new de- - wrinkled face has been, "Will he
Victoria, H. C. June 4. The
nits review, t.enereal Kuroki was tenMcl'arlland and that Orchard and Canton has reported to the govern- in, in. is were submitted today on a llveT"
Shawmut, just arrived,
steamer
say
tell, dered
they
can
not
doctors
The
a
ba.-is
reception
w
a,",
McPartland would be on the stand.
and bauuuet bv tha
ment at 1'ekln that the disorders at
of
brought news of a disastrous
rents for day ork and 00 but the baby is enjoying good health officers
of
garrison.
More Alli gations.
the
Llanrhovv ami Pakhol have been sup- cents for night work.
los
of Jife following an earth- at the present time and seem to be
After commenting upon the efHawley said he would j rove that pressed and that all missionaries are
quake at Using Klang.
getting along us well as any baby ficiency
of
post,
the "inner circle" was responsible safe.
the
troops
A
telegram
the
and
received from 4
OORUM) MlIN(i
could.
army In particular,
for the death of Arthur Collins, at
Peking hhortly before the Shaw- Ueneral
if an abundance of careful atten- the
MAN DIKS Sl'DDKNLY.
paid
Tellurlde, and many other persons in 1KM(M'K.T KI.FJTKI
Kurokl
the
army
sailed
from
American
tiiul
Toklo. reported 4
a
tion and the best medical attention
Colorado and elsewhere.
Denver. Colo.. jJie 4. MaJ. J. J. avail, be will live, but there are many compliment by saying that It was the 4 that tour thousand persona were
.MAYOR OK PORTLAND
to death, a vast number 4
He charged the blowing up of the
Portland.
Ore., June 4 Harry Dubois, a wldeley klovvn mining (nan, things that might occur to prevent. moat modern of all the powers, and 44 crushed
of houses destroyed, and many 4
Independence
depot, causing
the Lane, deinoor.it. was
mayor stockman and racA horse breeder, A slight draft might chill him and the finest army In the world.
death of fourteen persons, to the di- of Portland yesterday by about 1500 died suddenly yesterf-daGeneral Kurokl and .party will 4 persons left in a starving Condi- on his ranch cause a congestion
ot his delicate
rect instigation of Haywood.
majority over T. C. Devlin, republic near this city, of lei ion ot the heart, lornr nrtH h ui lift. wtuM Vil mif ll leave 1j. veu worth at 5 o'clock to 4 tion.
He said Orchard and Adams com- - cau.
visit o'her military posts in the west.
ugei 0.
the nickering of a candle.

Boise, Idaho, June 4. The court
room filled quickly this morning with
persons who came to hear the open
ing statement of the prosecution In
the famous Haywood case.
Haywood was a trine pale as he
took his place near his counsels'
table, but declared that he felt quite
well after his brief illness of last
night.
Mrs. Haywood was wheeled
into the court room In her invalid
chair.
Haw Icy Begins Address.
James H. Hawley commenced his
address to the Jury at :46 o'clock.
He declared that he had no Intention
of going into the details of the state's
case to any great extent.
He told of the positions In the
Western Federation held by Moyer,
Haywood and Pettibone, and said that
Harry Orchard, who confessed to
placing the bomb which killed Gov
ernor Steunenberg, was also a mem
ber of the Western Federation, as
was Jack Simpklns, who has never
been apprehended.
the Charge.
Hawley told the jury that while
Haywood, Pettibone and Moyer are
specifically charged in the Indictment
with having exploded the bomb, it Is
not the purpose of the prosecution to
Onni-criiiii-

cross-exami-

GIRL-WOM-

WILL NOT

EN

Y
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cross-examin-

no
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Raynolds Com
Governor
mutes Sentence of Mrs.
Madrid and Alma Lyons.

SH-etlil- y

MESSAGE BY WIRE
SENT TO HILLSDORO

I'rox-cutlon-

chlt-fshl-

tit

i

i;i

1 1 1
1 1 1 1
Special to The Evening Citizen,
M., June 4. Mrs.
Santa Fe,
valentina Madrid and Alma
Lyons, sentenced to be hanged
until dead on June 7 for the
murder of Mrs. Madrid's bus- band at 1 lillshoro, will not die
4 for the crime, brutal as it was.
Yielding to the overwhelming
4 public sentiment and ' to
the
large number of petitions from
all over the territory.
Acting
Governor J. W. Haynotds this
4 afternoon commuted
the sen- tence of death to that of life
4 Imprisonment.
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1

S

V

(

i

4

4
4
4

T

A telegram to that effect was sent
at once by wire to Sheriff Tafoya. It
went via Lake Valley ami the long
distance telephone line to lliilsboro.
Tlie oftieial communication staying
me sentence ot death was sent
mail.
Petitions hearing hundreds of signets, many of (hem women, were re
ceived by the governor during the
past month. The petitions asked for
a commutation of sentence on several
grounds, principally that both were
women and both so degenerate that
they could not be mentally respon
sible for their crime.
Thirty territorial papers received
at the executive office favored com
mutation strongly.
While bclitvinir that the law should
be upheld firmly and the sentences of
the court generally carried out. Gov
einor Rnynolds thought that the sen
tiiiient of tlie people of tlie territory
in this case, deserved due recognition
today to commute tlie
.ii!! he
--

Sciitelicrs.

in.-n- t

I i

n.Jtoinaiy

levity.

oas, ho,rei
In

Tlie past few

shown that they
Wele to die but only
tin y show in tlie
and tln i,
bast that tin riled, Roth said they
Wele gi.ld fell .1, tellies lia.l beell
lolliniUled. hilt expressed the opinion
lint won. have had to die any
l:iit
1, hi
smne time
other, and it did
mat'.ir so much that their death
ll
been deferred.
Thru they i tinui d to lau.;h, Joke.
ism ami dunce as they have done
dally sinre their Imprisonment.
il
is
Public sentiment in
d:l-leito
extent hut tile people
i
generally
c th.it m particular
a
could have eon.e from hanging
these woin.-nThe town, however.
L'l.ld to be lit of thrill and
Will
we!i om,. the day when they are safe-1- landed in the territorial" prison at
Fe.
Mieriff Tafoya will
at
once remove the women to the penitentiary where they will be taught
Useful work and. il Is hoped, some
idea of morality.
that
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There is no doubt hut that his action will meet with general approval
A dispatch from Hilisboro late to
day is to the eft ei t that Sheriff Ta-:.- !
had britiiu pi . pa r.u ions f.,r the
liaiming. although If believed that
the prepoildi r Hire of public Kellti- I in t lie- women
es-- i
would i
'ping t he d a Ii penalty.
ollo-Tile gin-lereived the new
that they were not to be hunued with
t:v. ir

-
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Paris, June 4. The seamen strike
The navigation companies have accepted the government's lecommend-atlon- a
and will restore all officers
and crew without insisting on any
i
penalties.
is regarded as virtually ended.
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WAXTKD.

your
in The
Evening Citizen's want column will
inure you of plenty of employes.

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
WANTED Four gentlemanly buy at Horses, Wagons and other Chattels:
bell
as
the Alvarado hotel to act
also on SALARIES AND WARS
boys.
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 111
WANTED Situation as cniid's nurse. and as high as $200. Loans art
Apply at the Le Veta, room 7. Miss quickly mads and strictly
piivata
Louise Hitchcock.
Time: One month to one year given
exWANTED Position by
Ooods remain In your possession
perienced stenographer.
Address Our rates are reasonable. Call and
U. D., care Albuquerque Business see us before borrowing.
college. Library building
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
second- Steamship tickets to and from ai
.WANTED
Gentleman- hand clothing. No. (It South First
parts of the world.
street, south of viaduct. Bend adRooms S and 4, Grant Bldg,
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
303
West Railroad Ave.
proprietor.
'
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED People who want some-thinOpen Evenings.
to advertise in The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an PROFESSIONAL CARDS
hundred fold.
carWANTED Bridge carpenters,
penter for mining camp, fireman
LAWYERS.
stationary engine, women for all
's
kinds of housework, pumpers.
M Bond.
Ira
Employment Agency
ATTORNEY AT LAW, tl F.Bt.
composiWANTED Position as Jod
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
tor In good office. First class man. land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
Don't drink and can give best of letter
patents, trade marks, claims
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
It. W. 1. Bryan.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuqutr
La. State salary when writing.
que, N. M. Office,
First Natlona
WANTED To buy five teams or ten Bank building.
single driving horses; must be
E. W. Dobson.
sound and 'city broke. Bring aniATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office
mals to Clarion's stable, rear of 712 Cromwell
block. Albuquerque. N. M
West Tijeras avenue, between 11a.
m and 2 p. m., and after 5 o'clock
DENTISTS.
p. m.

NT
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N. M.
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Skidoo-Treadwe-

Skidoo-Treadwe-

SJT
San Rernardlno, Cal., June 4.
Death still lurks In the vast desolate
stretch of sandy waste, rocky gorges
and hills of varlgated colors on the
east side of the Man Bernardino and
Sierra Nevada mountains. The desert death awaits even the most experienced prospector of that region
as has Just been exemplified by the
tragic fate of J. W. Murray, aged 69,
In the vicinity of Old Dad .Mountain.
In following the route to the dead
man the shrewd Indian trailers read
the story In the trail of the man's
awful suffering as plainly as though
It had been written In a book.
For 40 years Murray had been
tramping the great desert section In
search of the mine that would make
him rich. He well knew its dangers.
Yet on this particular morning he
threw precautions to the wind and
wandered out Into the desert In
search of a strayed mule.
Suddenly Murray became aware of
that terrible sense of danger and the
next instant he knew he was lost.
All his knowledge of winds and
storms, of rocks and snakes and
water holes availed him nothing In
the midst of the great waste, where
in two hours' time he found himself
as Isolated and far from help as
though he were on a barren desert
Isle.
Murray's death was tragic and
awful In the extreme. The man
must have suffered the tortures of a
thousand
infernos before death's
kindly hand relieved him.
A piithetlr feature of the story Is
that after all his wanderings, before
hpciimn
And after his
hrflln
hml

Skldoo-Trendwe-

ot

Skidoo-Treadwe-

Col-burn-

m

eTurrtsy

ll
world. The
burg Mines, known to
group are the same In every way as those upon these rich adjoining properties.
group has a large quartz ledge running through the entire property. In width
ll
The
from 60 to 80 feet and exposed on the surface for 3.000 feet. Assays made at the grass roots show values
to $15 (the highest) per ton which. In this district, means enormous values
lowest)
82
cents
(the
of from
below the surface.
Mining
Company, owning the Skldoo-Tre- n
dwell group of seven full claims, has
ll
The
been Incorporated for $1,250,000; par value $1.00 per share; fully pnlil ami
The Roard of Directors has authorized the sale of 100.000 shares at 6 cents per share to be used
exclusively In development work, which has already been started. The contract has been let for a 100-foshaft with cross cuts. When this shaft is completed this property will show values equal to any in the district.
Its stock sold nt 5 cents per share during the develYou may remember the Mohawk, at Goldfleld.
opment period.
The surface assays of this property showed 42 cents to the ton less than half what
ll
assay
shows.
the
of
the lowest
THIS PROPERTY
SHIPPED
MOHAWK IS NOW SELLING AT $17.00 A SHARE. RECENTLY
HAVE REFUSED
8700.000 IN GOLD AS THE RESt'll" OF A TWENTY DAYS' HUN. THE LEASERS
Uio
on
property.
$3,000,000 casti for the ton month' lenxe which they hold

g,

live-roo-

FATE IN CALIFORNIA DESERT

But Here is How to Make Your Dollar Earn Money For You.
The Skidoo Treadwell Group of Mining Claims
PROPOSITIONgeological
tflt"
A SECOND SKIDOO
every one In the mining
formations of the

s,

MKN WANTED.
MEN WANTED Somewhere every
day. If you are looking for a Job
put a want ad in The Evening Citizen's want column and It will do
the rest.
KOU KENT.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. 422
North Sixth street.
rour and
t'OU Ktj.Ni
house. J. E. Elder.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
408 North Second
housekeeping.
street.
FOR-RESleeping rooms, housekeeping rooms and tent. 413 South
y.
Broa dwa
FOR RENT Newly furnished out-ha- lf
aide rooms, modern bath,
lock from Railroad avenue. "The
Second
pranada,"
11414 North
street.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center; rates
Sixth and
Corner
reasonable.
Railroad. Apply at Tear.
and
room
RENT Dining
FOR
kitchen, all furnished, at Jemet
Hot Springs; good opportunity for
people; none
a couple of first-claother wanted. J. B. Beock, Perea,

H07.

OF DEATH VALLEY IS KNOWN TO EVERY ONE.
THE FAMOUS MINERAL WEALTH
Also of the Skldoo
Now have you heard of the Wild Hose Mining District in Inyo County, California?
by
$3,000,000
of the U. R Steel Trust, and
Charles M. Schwab,
property purchased at a cost of
being
extensively
big
Is
now
paying
dividends?
operated
which
Rnd
associates,
and
his wealthy
Have you heard of the rich strikes' of gold In these properties and the Increased richness of the ore
II S PUD IIIO DIVIDENDS
FROM
a, greater depths are reached. THIS PROPER TV THE SKIDOO
DOWN AND EVERY DAY THE HESMTM A HE MORE STAHTI.INfJ.
ill vss HOOTS
AND
AND
OF
FORM
PARCEL
PART
GREAT
THE
THE
DISTRMT
SKIDOO
ROSE
WILD
THE
NEVADA GOLD BELT THE REST PRODl'CER AND THE RICHEST IN THE WORLD.

On

first-clas-

4.

PROSPECTOR MEETS AWFUL

CLEVER PERSON is the one who strikes when the iron is
person who knows enough to grasp an opportunity
when it is at hand. HERE IS YOUR CHANCE

is

WAMK1.

TIT.SDAY. MAY

how?

THE
lIFXr

CITIZEN.

Make Your Dollars Earn Money

ICIassifiedAdvertisements
UELF WANTeTJ If that
crying need, a want ad

EVENING

The Richest Strike of AH.

"Have You Read About the New Strike Last Sunday?

IT IS THE OPPORTUNITY FOR WHICH YOU HAVE REEN LOOKING YOU CANNOT AFFORD
TO WAIT. FOR TIME IS MONEY TO YOU.
NOW, here Is a properly sandwiched In between the richest gold properties In the mining world
with plenty of water, fuel, transportation facilities nnd In fact, everything needed to develop a big property. PIT IN A FEW DOLLARS DRAW OUT THOUSANDS.
ll
Mining Company Is offering to the small Investor, upon easy terms, 100.000
The
shares of its development stock at 5 cents a share. There are but two conditions to keep In mind. Stock
will not be sold in blocks of less than $25. and the offer Is open but THIRTY DAYS. for. at the end of that
time the first development shaft will have been completed and the true value of the property will appear.
Then your opportunity will be gone.
There Is nothing of the wildcat In the proposition.
We want to talk to you about this opportunity.
The property stands flatly on Its merits. It will stand investigation. We want you to investigate. Call on
or address
,
Skidoo-Treadwe-

DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett building
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phont
No. 744. Appointments made by maw.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 808 Railroad avenue.
Offlc
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.J l:St
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
pointments made by mall.
V. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Burgeon
occidental
Life Building. Tele
phone 888. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated- - with Hlgfe
Frequency Electrical
Current
and
Germicide. Treatments given eacb
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
DRS. liRONSON & liRONSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
Office and residence, 828.
IR. F. J. PATCH IN.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office over Vann Druir Store. Office
hours 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5, and 7 to 8
m. Phones, office 441. residence

WILLIAM H.

THE

GREER

COMPANY

FISCAL AGENTS, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
POSTOFFICE BOX 308
CRAIGE BLOCK
SUITE 2 and 4
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throat dried like parchment

BETTER TARIFF

FOR

FIGHT

REVISION

and he
had gone mad, he was not more than
six miles from camp and water not
over an hour's walk, but alas, he did
not know the way.
Such Is the peculiar confusion en

IS NOT WATER CHARGE RUMOR

6-- 8,

FREIGHT
ON

A RECENT

RATE

SEN

DECLARED

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.

'i'

696.

FOR RENT Nice, airy, furnished
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. 8.
rooms, with modern bath, by the
When your animals are sick you
day or week; all outside rooms; need
a good veterinary surgeon. Ca'..
one one-ha- lf
block east of the
new. up the old reliable. Phone No. (42.
hotel; everything
DR. K. L. BURTON,
Highland Hotel, 204 E. Railroad
PhyNlt-iaand Burgeon.
avenue.
Albuquerque,
Highland
M.
N.
FOR RENT Light, airy
New610
office.
South
Walter
street.
rooms for rooming or light phone 1030.
housekeeping.
All rooms openPrice, 21 per
ing on the outside.
week and up. Minneapolis House,
624 South Second. A. T. Devore,
UNDERTAKER
Proprietor.
BORDERS
EMPLOYMENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
The Citizen's want column will fur- Dish you a quick and ready means
ARCHITECTS
of securing it at a minimum expenditure. Put a want ad In The
W. Spencer. Rooms
7
F.
Citizen today and be at work tomor- nett building, Albuquerque, N. Bar
M
row.
Both phones.
FOR RALE.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
FOR SALE Fine Chickerlng Bros,
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
Thou. K. D. Maddison.
over
Futrelle s furniture store
Office with W. B. Chllders.
Ill
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
West Gold avenue.
new
FOR SALE One seven-roobrick house, furniBhed complete.
FORT BAYARD, N. ..... MAY 1
One water, two acres good farm 1907. Sealed proposals in triplicate
land close in, all fenced. Outhouses for sinking and walling a brick well
and barn. Address "for sale" this IB feet In diameter, 45 feet deep, at
office.
this post, will be received here until
a. m., June 1. and then opened.
tl
FOUND.
Information furnished on application
FOUND Through th want column United States reserves right to accept
of The Evening Citizen, Just what or reject any or all proposals. En
you have been looking for. An velopes containing proposals should
advertising source sure to bring re- be endorsed Proposals for W ell and
turns for small expenditure. Try a addressed to Capi. S. P. Vestal, Ouar
want ad and be convince"..
termaster.
-

48-4-

m

R. A. Packard, leader In the move
ment to get better freight rates, addressed the board of trade Saturday,
outlining to them the plans of the
Arizona Cattle Growers association,
and explaining that 110,000 will be
necessary to carry the discrimination!
made by railroads in Arizona before
the Interstate commerce commission,
says the Phoenix Gazette.
Packard promised that the Cattle
Growers' association will contribute
tl.000 of the $10,000 necessary, and
that several Individuals have promised to subscribe
larger amounts,
among them being one wholesale
dealer, who stated some time ago
that he would give as much as
$1,-00- 0.

To get the concerted assistance

of
the commercial organizations In
Arizona cities which believe they are
being discriminated against by the
railroads, Packard asked that the
board of trade appoint a committee to
take the matter up by correspondImmigration Commissioner J.
ence.
W. Crenshaw and Elliott Evans were
appointed to look after this end.
During his remarks Packard told
of several Inequalities that now exist In the freight business one of them
being that it costs $127 to ship a car
of cattle from Phoenix to Los Angeles, while Texas cattle raisers can
ship cattle by the carload to Los Angeles or $123.40 per car. They ship
through Maricopa and from points
400 or 500 miles further distant from
Los Angeles than Phoenix.
For scratches,

burns,

Special Excursions

cuts, Insect

Socorro, N. M., June 4. The dis
trict court for the Third district. So
corro county, convened here Monday
morning with Judge Parker presiding.

The following is a list of the grand
this
who were empannelled
morning and who are now listening
to evidence in criminal matters:
S. J. Vivian, foreman; Kosarlo Jar
Himicro,
(iregorlo
mlllo,
Isldor
'haves, Valenta Fajardo, Pedro I'er-altuna,
Contreras,
I.
Herman
Kafael
t'reto Komero, David Carrilago. J. K.
Nichols, Jose Gonzales, Mariton Gon
zales. Artero Tafora, Manuel Uaca,
Pedro Torres, Isaac Chaves. Francisco L,una. Solomon (Jreigo, Juan Sanchez and lgnaclo Santillantes.
Today the court
hearing only
motions in chamber.
The trial
up
Wednesday
will
be
docket
taken
morning.

jurors

o,

1
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$31.95
Piles get quick and certain relief
from Dr. fr'Iioop's Magic Ointment.
Tickets on sale June 1. 8. and 4,
Please note It is made alone for
of
Piles, and its action is positive and turn limit thirty days from dat
certain. Itching, painful, protruding I ale.
by
or blind piles disappear like magic

Boston-NeAt
Boston;
game postponed; rain.

Pittsburg at Chicago.

American League.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Washington.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at New York.
HOW THEY STAND.

National

LOST.
bites and the many little hurts com
A Furl una te Texan.
mon to every family, use DeWltt's
LOST Anything you lose except your
E. W. tioodloe. of 107 Ft. Louis Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve.
Sold
reputation is sure to be found by a St.,Mr.Dallas,
says: "In the past by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
want ad In The Citizen s want col year I have Tex.,
acquainted
become
with
umn.
Dr. King s New Life Pills, and no
laxative I ever before tried so effect OISTRICTCOURT IN
MONEY LOST.
of malaria and bilious
thl ually disposes
MONEY LOST Every day in
They don't grind nor gripe,
year by advertising the wrong way. ness.
25c
at
dealers.
all
money
saved and
A Citizen want ad is
SESSION AT SOCORRO
results assured. Send in your want

ad today.
UAHi DRESSER ATO CHJROPO
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No
VIA
209 West Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
Shs
bunions and Ingrowing nalli.
gives massage treatment and manl
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepare
tlon of complexion cream builds u;
the skin and Improves the complex
ton,, and Is guaranteed not to be in
half
lurlous. She also prepares
tonic that cures and prevent dan
druff and hair falling out; restor
life to dead hair; removes mole
warts and superfluous hair. Also
face powder, a freckle cure and pint
pie cure and pile cure. All of thee
10
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vl principal points In Illinois, Iowa. Kan-huMiimcMica, .MIsMiuri,
brator machine for treatment ol
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It North uml feoutli Dakota's and
Is also used for rheumatUm, paint
Dates of sale June 15. 16, 17. "2,
and massage.
23, 24, 29. 3", July 1. 2, 3. 4. 5, 6. 10.
11. 12. 1H. 20. and 21. Final
return
GO CARRY THE NEWS TO MARY limit October 31st.
t
everybody
h
Tell her and
will
that A. j. Allen's big New Orlean
Minstrels will appear here June 4th
Philadelphia and Return
Two earn, clever comedians, pretty
Creole girls, champion buck and wing
dancers, comic and artistic Cakewalk
ers and the greatest galaxy of sweet
$59.25
singers from the sunny south ever
assembled in one company, all pre
July 11. 12 and 13.
Tickets on
under a mammoth canvas the Iteturu limit July 23rd. I(y depositing
capacity
over
of
ater with a seating
this ticket and paying $1 it may be
two thousand people, and on a scale extended to leave Philadelphia up to
of grandeur arid magnitude unparal
und Including July 31st.
leled in the history of minstrelsy;
large
seating
capacity
owing to the
of the tent the price of admission Is
Salt Lake City and Return
2S and 60 cents,
Show grounds Second street and Lead avenue.

National Iycugue.

Arizona Ranchers Raise a Secretary Dover, of National No Truth In Report That Administration Wants Pay for
Republican Committee.
Fund to Prosecute Demand
Water From Forest
Breaks His Usual Rule
For Lower Charges.
of Silence.
Reserve.

all

American League.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
0
6
1
Cleveland
Chicago
2
5
1
Batteries Joss and Clark; ".Sullivan.

BASE BALL

BEHLSE

TIMENT

CATTLE

TO

countered on the great desert. The
hills have the sameness of appearance and color, the gulches and the
mesas are so much alike that unless
one lives In one locality for weeks
he had best know his movements and
then never venture beyond the danger line.
Murray's trail showed that he had
doubled back and forward across
sand and lava rocks In an effort to
get out of the entanglement of hills
and small canyons.
First he tore oft his clothing nnd
split and rent the garments into
shreds, scattering the pieces as he
walked around and around In the
circle. The next step In his delirium
had been to take off his underwear,
which he hung on a mesquite tree.
In desperation he had dug many
deep holes here and there in the sand
of the basin until his fingers were
blood
raw. Finally his wandering
mind gave way entirely and in a
frenzy of torture he plowed great
furrows in his cheeks, neck and arms
and body with his finger nails.
The Indian trailers, those faithful
bloodhounds of the desert, found
him three days later lying under the
'
bush on which he had hung his underclothing. He was lying on hl9
side, his features blue and still twisted with that last spasm of agony
with which his life went out.
It is believed that Murray never
survived that first day.

Weak Women
To wesk and tiling women, there it at lemit ons

to bolp. But with Uml wi. two trentinehU,
mj
Diuat b combined. One ii locml, one is voti.tiiu.

tionsl. but both are iuiporuuiL both etuciitmL
lr. Bhuop's Night Curt) In the Locwl.
1't Hhoop i k.'iUrUY6, tha CVmMitutlnnsl.
The iormer l(r. Hhwip'i N Ight Cure i. topical
murou uuniUnintf tuppoaltory reinwdy, while lr.
ttioop kettomlive la wholly au lntml trent-BK-n-t.
The kettonttive natchtw throughout Ihs
mire lyaU-m-. kwliiiig tbe tvujklr oi all uerve,
Umu,
sad all blood ailments.
all
The "N'iiil Cure", a iu name implies.
Its
Work while you aleep. It aoolhet aunt and intlatu--d
mucous turfaoea, he It kxml weakneaaxs and
diH'hanre. while the HeetoraUva, aeiua utrvoua
xnuuueut. gives renewed visor and anibitlou.
build up watted tlutues. bringing about ivnewea
strength, vigor, and energy. Take lr. Hboop a
a genentl tool a
krximtive TahMa or Liquid
ulLetyktom. for patiUve local help, ua as well

6rt

Dr. tShoop's

Night Cure

Washington. D. C, June 4. Elmer
Dover, who was private secretary to
Senator Mark Hanna, of Ohio, and
who Is now secretary of the republican national committee, while in
Washington recently broke his usual
rule of silence on questions of national politics.
When It Is remembered that Mark
Hanna was first and foremost of the
' standpatters
and that Dover was
educated In the Hanna school and
subscribed to all its tenants, what he
has to say In this Interview takes on
a deeper significance.
Ilevlsloii Not New Sentiment.
"The utterances of Secretary Taft
and others In favor of revision of
the tariff," Mr. Dover declared, "do
not mean there Is any new sentiment
in favor of such a policy; j.
mean that the widespread sentiment'
of the country which has existed for
a couple of years Is being recognized
I think the attitude of Mr. Taft is
politically wise,
because he will
henceforth, to a large extent, represent the revision sentiment.
After Next Klectlon.
"In my opinion, had not the re- publicans in the last congressional
campaign declined In favor of standing pat on the tariff issue, there
would be legislation of that character
during the next congress.
"Now, however, I believe that the
Dlngley schedules are most likely to
be revised at a special session of congress Immediately after the InauguThat
ration of the next president.
president will probably Issue a call
the day he Is Inaugurated. Of course,
the time Is too fur off to speak with
assurance about such details, but If
I had a guess. It would be as 1 have
said.
I or t'ongreMN' Consideration.
"As to how the tariff should be revised I have nothing to say. That
would be for a long session of congress, extending far into the summer, to determine.
Such a session
will be one of the most Interesting
the country has had for a long time.
"1 dure Siiy that the literature on
the history of the tariff which has
few
been written during the past Tar-bell,
months, including that of Miss
will be carefully studied during
the next year or two."

I

Washington, D. C, June 4. The
farmers in the west have been grea-l- y
alarmed In the last few weeks by
the persistent circulation of a report
to the effect that the administration
was preparing to make a charge for
water derived from the national forests and used for irrigation and other
general purposes. The report, it appears, has not the slightest basis of
fact, and has been denied by officials
of the forest service.
People of the sections of the west
where irrigation has been such an
Important factor In development were
naturally much concerned In the
rumored charge for water coming
from the national forests. The Interests of people concerned with forestry and irrigation are much the
sctuie, us iiie Bieuuy iiuw ui moi in
the irrigating streams is absolutely
dependent on the preservation of the
forest watersheds.
Itegulated by Mate.
In a letter to Hon. Edward T. Taylor, of tllenwood Springs, Colorado,
concerning the rumored charge for
water for Irrigation, Forester Pln-chsays that he does not believe
that there ever should be, or ever
will be, a charge for water for Irrigation.
The erroneous report was founded
regarding the
on misrepresentations
charges which electric pvwer companies are required to pay for use
and occupancy of lands in the na
tional forests for reservoir sites, con
duit rights of way, and power stations.
This charge Is solely for the use
of the lands, based on their value for
such purposes, and Is not in any
sense a charge for water. The up
propriatlon and use of water is regu
lated solely by the state and the for
est service has no jurisdiction in the
matter.
In the case of irrigation projects
the forest service does not even
charge for the use of lands for res
ervoirs and canals. Hundreds of per
nilts have been issued by the forester
national forest
to occupy and use
reservoirs and
lands for Irrigation
conduits, and such permits are al
ways granted free.

i

All stomach troubles are quickly
relieved bv taking a little Kodol afier
each meal. Kodol goes directly to
I will mall you free, to prove merit, the seat of trouble, strengthens the
Hestora-tivdigestive organs, digests what you
samples of niy Dr. Shoops
and my Hook on either Dyspep- eat. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly "& Co.
o
sia, The Heart or The Kldn.-vsTroubles of the Stomach, Heart or PROPOSALS FOR BL ILD1NGS. Dea
Kidneys are merely symptoms of
partment of the Interior. Office of
deeper ailment.
Don't make the Indian affairs, Washington, D. C, May
common error of treating symptoms 15, 1907. Sealed proposals plainly
only. Symptom treatment Is treating marked on the outside of the sealed
the result of your ailment, and not envelope, "Proposals for Buildings.
Extension, Arizona," and
Navajo
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
nerves mean Stom.ich addressed
to
Commissioner
the
the Inside
And the Heart, of
Affairs,
Washington,
weakness, always.
Indian
be
and Kidneys as well, have their con- D. C, will
until
received
trolling or inside nerves.
Weaken 2 p. m.. on June 15, 1907, for
Inevitably
you
neceshave
furnishing
nerves,
and
labor
materials
these
and
Here is where sary to construct and complete cerweak vital organs.
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made its tain school buildings, etc., on the Nafame. No other remedy even claims vajo Extension, Arizona, In strict acplans. specifications
Also cordance with
to treat the "inside nerves."
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath anil Instructions to bidders which may
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Re- be examined nt this office, the offices
the "Improvement Bulletin," Minstorative.
Write me today for sam- of
neapolis, Minn.. "Construction News,"
ple and free Hook. Dr. Shoop.
111., "American Contractor."
Wis. The Restorative is sold by Chicago,
Chicago. 111.; "Citizen," Albuquerque.
all dealers.
Republican,"
New Mexico, "Arizona
Phoenix, Arizona. Builders and TradTHE COLORADO NATIONAL CO.
ers' Exchanges, St. Paul. Minn., MinLIFE ASSl'llANCE SOCIETY. neapolis, Minn., Omaha, Nebr., Northcompany,
"An old line" Insurance
Association,
western Manufacturers
with ample capital, solid, conservaSt. Paul, Minn., Builders Exchange,
tive, progressive. Writes liberal con- Durango, Colo., and
Angeles, Caltracts of insurance and investment ifornia, the Indian Warehouses, ChiPrewitt & Prewltt, Managers, Com- cago, III., St. Louis, Mo., Omaha,
mercial Club building.
Nebr., San Francisco, Cal., and at the
For
office of the Additional Farmer.
To show further Information address Joseph
I'll stop your pain free.
Farmer,
Maxwell, Additional
E.
you first before you spend a penny-Canyon Diablo. C.
what my Pink Pain Tablets can d . J Ieupp, Ariz., via acting
commissioner.
LARRABEE.
F.
of
Package
will mall you free, a Trial
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Colic and Diarrhoea.
Neuralgia. Headache. Toothache, Pe
Pains in the stomach, coilo and
riod Pains, eta., are due alone to blood
by the
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Hcaduch diarrhoea are quickly relieved
Colic, Cholera
Tablets simpty kill pain by coaxing use of Chamberlain's
When In
away the unnatural uiooa pressure and Diarrhoea Remedy.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Ra- - need of such a medicine, give It a
e,

.

31
28
23
19
16
16
12
12

Pittsburg

Boston
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
St. Louis

ot

I

Won.

Chicago
New York
Philadelphia

Lost.
9

11
15
17
24
24
27
30

American Ieague.
Won. Lost.
Chicago
28
12
16
25
Cleveland
15
21
Detroit
19
17
New York
19
20
Philadelphia
16
24
St. Louis
13
26
Boston
11
Washington
24
WeMern
Des Moines

Denver
Omaha

Sioux

Won.

Lost.
15
15
19
18
18
26

22

IS
22
19

City

Lincoln
Pueblo

IS
12

Pet.

.775
.71$
.605
.528
.400
.400
.307
.286

Pet.

w

At Washington
First game:
R. ,
Washington
2
1
Philadelphia
Batteries
Smith and He '.
Coombs and Powers.
Second game:
R.
Washington
4
Philadelphia
8
Falkenburg, Bla
Batteries
ship and Warner;
Waddell and
Schreck.
Western League.
At Sioux City
R. H. E.
1
1
8
Sioux City
5
3
Lincoln
0
Batteries Newlln and Spies; Jones
and Zinran.

.700
.610
At Omaha
R. H. E.
.583 Omaha
4 8 1
5
4
7
.528 Pueblo
.513
Batteries
McNeeley and
La
.400 Brand; Jackson, Morgan and Smith.
.333
.314
At Des Moines: Des Moines-Denver

Pet.

.59"
.545
.537
.514
.500
.316

game postponed; wet grounds.
American
At Kansas City: Kansas City, 2;
Minneapolis, 3.
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee-S- t.
Paul
game postponed; rain.
At Toledo: Toledo, 2; Columbus, 6.
At Louisville:
Louisville, 1; Indianapolis, 6.
Asmm-UhIoi-

YKSTK It DAY'S GAMES.

National League.

At Chicago

PITCHER FRANK

KOSP

R. H. E.

3
Chicago
2
Pittsburg
Batteries Frazer and Moran;
and Phelps.

0

8
7

WAS

0

Lei-fle-

A

NURSERYMAN

ld

Los Angeles, June 4. Base ball
expect great things from Frank
R. H. E. fans
First game:
Hosp,
the former "boy wonder" of
1
3
8
Boston
nine,
who
recently
9
5 the San Diego
4
Philadelphia
with the Los Angeles team.
Batteries Pfelffer and Brown; Mo- signed
Hosp
has a remarkable record. He
ran and Dooin.
fanned as many as eighteen 'men
Second game:
It. H. E. has
game, and his averace is
In
a
single
4
0 1
Boston
The game iu
0 more than eleven.
6
2
Philadelphia
pitched
for San Die;o
Young.
Batteries
Boultes and .which he
Needham; Sparks and Jacklitsch.
At Philadelphia

At Cincinnati
R. H E.
First game:
Cincinnati
1
4
. .1
St. Louis
Batteries Weimer and McLean;
Motllynn and Noonan.
R. H. E.
Second game:
7
0
5
Cincinnati
3
1 10
St. Louis
McBatteries Hall and Schlei;
(ilynn and Noonan.

.051

. 1

York: New
game postponed; wet grounds.

At New

A

York-Brookl-

r

BITTERS

against the Los Angeles league team
was the rirsl time in which he a.lo.i.d
as many as seven hits, and after
so, he took a brace a".d f.iM:, d
out an eua! number of Los AogiV
best artists, with the result that
manager lost no time in annexing Hosp to his own aggregation.
Hosp has pitched a number of games
without allowing a single hit to le
scored against him, and is considered
a "phenoiu" by many who
have
watched him play. His work i'i
to
is
field and at the bat
eoual
h.s
performances in the box. making nioi
one of the best ul! around men in the
business. before Hosp signed wr.ij
Los Angeles both Butte and Seaitie
tried hard to secure his services, but
he declined, because a proiltable nursery business at Oceanside, near San
Diegu, made It Inadvisable for him to
wander so far from home.

Ua-cin- e,

When the Stomach

is

of crder"youarequick-l-

y

"out

...'...::

apprised of the fact by
dizzy spells, coated tonpue,
and Bevere headaches.' The
Bitters will promptly restore it to a normal condi
tion and cure Headache,

Sour Risings, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Costiveness
or Biliousness. Try it.

DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder PU1
are unequaled for Backache, weak
kidneys. Inflammation of tha bladder
and all urinary troubles. A week'
treatment for 25 Sent. Sold l J
Iu. o'i:vtv.. & cq

i

f

J

r

TVESDAY, MAY

4.

ALBUQUERQUE

107.

HUGHES'

GO-IT-AL-

POLICY

ONE

BE

STRONGEST

Eastern Reformer Looms Up
Big as Possible Presi-

:

dential Timber in

the East.
HE MAY

t

THE

W

t
4

PRESIDENT

While Latter Has Not Expressed
Preference. It Is Possible That
He Would Accede to New
York Governor's Candidacy
Against any Other Man.

v

a

Chicago. June 4. Itefore the end
of the summer more than 200,0(10
unorganized laborers and clerks employed by western railroads will receive voluntary Increases In wage
which will average 10 per cent. The
aggregate Increase will be several
millions of dollars.
The movement to increase the
wages of clerks and unorganized laborers began early in the year and
has proceeded quietly until some of
the big systems have completed their
new schedules.
Affect TliousnmK
one of the latter is the Rurllng- ton. which has made Increases affect
ing 4 5.000 employes. The total In
crease In wages on this road to both
organized and unorganized labor Is
12. 500.O00. Just how many employes
Inare affected by the voluntary
creases which have been made It Is
Impossible to say. but the number is
In excess of 10,000.
Among the latter will he distributed
annually 11.250.000 In excess of their
former aggregate pay roll. The order
for the increase has been signed by
the president and the general officers
of the company and it will affect the
greater portion of the May pay roll.
The balance will go Into effect In
June.
pMMlonpl.
The Increases are said to have been
apportioned In a manner Intended to
show that It is unnecessary for labor
to organize on that road to receive
roper recognition. In the general
offices at Chicago the pay rolls for
the clerical forces have been increase
ed by more than $80,000, the clerical
force In the auditor s office alone se
curing an Increase of $70,000. About
thirty departments of .the company
are Interested In the increases, which
apply to every one receiving less
than $200 a month.

Irerly

CHANGE

zig-za-

zig-za-

sheep

.Must

Is- -
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STAMPS

After July 1 special delivery stamps
will no longer be required upon let
ters the sender wishes to reach the
recipient sooner than in the ordinary
Ten cents additional postage
mail.
with the word "Special" marked
prominently on the envelope Is all
that will be required. Everyone
should take notice that this means 12
cents for an ordinary letter. Even
now some people drop letters Into the
mall without nothing but a special
stamp on them, thinking that Is all
that is needed. While this means
much more work for the postoffice
people, it will be a great convenience
for the public, as there will be no
more hunting around on Sunday for
special stamps.
Our ROITGI1 DRY work don's have
to be washed over. ' Imperial Laun
dry Co.

IN

21

Las Vegas, N. M.. June 4. J. O.
Young and Miss Hessle Haines, who
were married In this city last Friday
by Judge Raca at the office of Probate Clerk A. A. Sena, are now in
trouble at Raton.
Young appeared at the court house
morning
with Miss
last Friday
Haines and secured a marriage li
cense, giving his age as twenty-fou- r
and the young lady swore that her
age was eighteen and that they resided at Cimarron.
It now seems that their residence
Is Rocky Ford and Young was placeJ
under arrest at Raton Tuesday by
Deputy Sheriff Gall on the charge of
unlawfully contracting marriage with
year old
Hessle Haines, a sixteen

rlione No.

481

ooottoooaoooottcoo
Albuquerque

(

Machine Works

Foundry and

f.

HALL, Proprietor
It.
Iron and Brass Castings; Or, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft
Ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts (or Buildings,
mopmiro w Miming mnd mill Mohlnry m p0Olltr
Albuquerque, N. If.
Foundry east side of railroad track.

xccoipoocrco

miss.
of

A Ice Company.

Brewery

Southwestern

THE TROUT SEASON IS NOW OPEN

Refusal Llivnse at Raton.
Is stated that Young who Is all
thirty years of age, appeared at

It

the court house In Raton and applied for a marriage license, but was
We now operate the Pecos Ranch (formerly the Sparks ranch)
at the headwaters ot tlie Pecos river, where we can accommodate
refused on account of the young lady
guests.
age.
fifteen
being under the required
The
We can accommodate twenty-fir- e
at The Valley Ranch.
true
The couple then came to this city
Will send our wagon to meet any train at (ilorleta. If notified by letwhere they secured the necessary li
carry
comfortably
parties of any
ter or telegraph. Are prepared, to
They recense and were married.
number to any and all points on the river. Write for rates.
turned to Raton on Monday and were
Address letters to l'eoos, X. M.. Telegrams addressed to us at
detained there on account of word
Gloticta will be telephoned to as without delay.
having been received from the step
parents of the girl protesting against
the marriage and asking thai the
couple be kept there until they could
arrive.
404K341O404K4KD41OK)K)4K)4O
The step parents In Raton went be
fore Judge Kayne and swore out a
warrant for Young's arrest on the
CUM. Meltnl, fcn&TT.
above grounds. He was found at the
3. D. Kakln, president.
Palace hotel with his bride and was
Q. Qloml, Vies Pretiden.
O. B tehee ii, TrvMvrtn.
taken to Jail where he Is now being
held.

THE VALLEY RANCH

Consolidated Liquor Company

How's TfclsT
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
.1.
cured nv Han s catarrn cure.
CHKNEi & CO.. To edo. Ohio.
we. the undersigned, nave Known r .
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially abls
to carry out any obligations made by his
nrm.
Marvin,
warning, lvinnnn
Wholesale Druggists. Toledo. O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mu
cous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
sent free. Price 760. per bottle. Bold by

Euotetsors to

MEL1NI A EAKIN, and IACHECHI A QIOMI.

t.

WMOLKtALK DKALKmB IN

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
Wa

la stock to outfit
kpmosttnrytblug
fattldlous bar oomploto

nUFFALO PUNCH AT VAXN'S
FOUNTAIN.
Chamberlain's Fain Halm.
It Is an antiseptic liniment and pre
vents blood poisoning resulting from
a cut, bruise or burn. It also causes
the parts to heal witnout maturation
and in much less time than when the
It al
usual treatment is employed.
lays the pain of a burn almost in
stantly. For sale by all druggists.
We do It right. HOUGH DRY. Im
perlai Laundry Co.
XLVV

A. O. BTXICKE

S. MITCUELIj Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

and JOHN

The Hollenbeck Hotel

o

Subscribe for The Citizen and get

Los Angeles, California

the new.

Courtesy and
Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

It means the
hottest and cleanest

0OM

The St. Elmo

Finest Whiskies

JIDSEPH
2

120

BARNETT,

Prop'f.

BAMPLtZ A NO
CLUB ROOM 9

West Railroad Avenae

EXCURSION

7? NEW

PERFECTION
m
r i. e ru.
ifi!
meni. tii
miie name uu
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TO

It gives quick results because its
heat is nighly concentrated. Cuts
in two. Made in three sizes, bverv
stove warranted. If not at your dealer's write to our nearest agency.

is unequaled.

Having acquired an Interest in the
Plumbing
and Heating
Standard
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

fuel-expen- se

WZor

household use.
asa
Made of brass throughout and beautifully nickeled.
Perfectly constructed; absolutely safe; unexcelled
g
power; an ornament to any room.
in
Lvery lamp warranted.
If not at your
dealer's, write to our nearest agency.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

BREAKS

Colorado

Announcement

uiuu-dauv-

RaYO Lamp

j

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

mmmmoMomomoomtmmmooomMmmooOMoomtmmmmMmtommmmm

instant a
fives the
match is applied no delay, no
trouble, no soot, no
dirt. Forcookinj;,the

--

been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fo Jea.
Schlltz, Wm. Iemp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Brewerlse; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numeroue te mentis.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
But sell the straight article as received by us from tne best laerlea,
DlBt'.llerlee tnd Breweries In Ue United Stat a. 4311 aad lnsa4Mt eu
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalogue and Pries kiss.
Issued to dealers only.

tlon.

flame produced by
any stove. This is
the flame the New
Perfection Oil Stove

tbo

Hv

an jiruggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consttps

nd

GRANDE

North First Street.

JAIL

W3keFMMedH5

IHiim-I- .

To the Sheep Growers of New Mexico:
At times a man must cut loose from
Is hereby given to all owners
his associates and stand alone for a or Notice
persons in charge of any sheep
great cause; but the necessity for within the territory
of New Mexico
uch action Is almost as rare as the that all sheep must be delivered at
necessity for a revolution; and to take dipping plants for dipping under susuch ground continually, in season pervision of a government Inspector.
and out of season, is the sign of an
The dipping must be commenced In
unhealthy nature. It Is not possible each section by July 1st. 1H07, and
to lay down an intlexible rule as to any sheep within the Jerrltory of New
when compromise is right and when Mexico which have not been dipped
wrong; when It Is the sign of the under supervision
to October
highest statesmanship to temporize, 1st, 1907. will be placed in quaranand when It is merely proof of weak- tine, under guard, and held at owners expense, until properly dipped,
ness.
Now and then one can stand un- and officially released. This iloes not.
compromisingly for a naked principle however, authorize owners to delay
dip their
and force people up to It. This Is al- until October 1st. 1(J7, to persons
in
ways the attractive course; but in sheet), but all owners or
any
are not
sheep
which
charge
of
certain great crises It may be a very
voluntary presented at dipping plants
wrong course.
neen
Compromise, in the proper sense, before byan order to do ofso nasboard,
mis
an Inspector
merely means agreement;
In
the given
to
directed
hereby
and
are
ordered
proper sense, opportunism
should

IN SPECIAL
DELIVERY

ItouM-vclt- .

merely mean doing the best possible
Willi actual conditions as they exist.
A compromise
which results In a
half-ste- p
toward evil Is all wrong, just
as the opportunist who saves himself
for the moment by adopting a policy
which Is fraught with future disaster
is all wrong; but no less wrong Is the
attitude of those who will not come to
an agreement through which, or will
n u follow the course by which, it Is
alone possible to accomplish practical
results for good.
These two attitudes, the attitude of
defying mere efficiency, mere success,
without regard to tile moral qualities
lying behind it. ar.d the attitude of
disregarding
disregarding etliciency.
practical results, are the Scylla anil
Charyhdis between which every earnevery politician who de.
est refornn-rshe- - to nake the name of his profesinstead of
sion a term of honor
.ii.une. must steer. He must avoid
both under penally of wreckage, and
i; avails him nothing to have avoided one, if he founders on the other.
People are apt to speak us if 1"
political life, public life. It ought to
be a mere case of striving upward
The
striving toward a high peak.
Every man who
simile is Inexact.
Is striving to do good public work
Is traveling along a ridge crest, with
the gulf of failure on each side the
gulf of Inefficiency on the one side,
the gulf of unrighteousness on the
other. All kinds of forces are conlln.

NOW

MAN

Voluntary Increase to Unor Married a Sixteen Year Old
Girl at Las Vegas-Paren- ts
ganized Forces Which Will
Reach Millions.
Swear Out Warrant.

By (illsoii Gardner.
Washington, D. C, June 4. Is Gov.
Hushes, of New York, likely to develop Into a rival of Secretary Taft
for presidential nominee of the re
publican party? Is he In a way to
secure the indorsement so far with
held of President Roosevelt as a
man suitable to carry out his policies?
HIS LiATKsT
GOV. CHARLES KVAXS III fiHES, OF NEW YORK,
These questions are pressing on
AM) BEST PIIOTOGIl.ril.
party leaders with a dally Increasing
importance. President Koosevelt has ually playing on him, to shove him
Nor Is he lost only as regards his
stated to all his friends that he Is first Into one gulf and then Into the own
What Is far more seri
standing for the continuation of his other; and even a wise and good man. ous. career.
power
serv
doing
policies, not for the candidacy of any unless he braces himself with un Ice tohisthe publicof Is at anuseful
He
end.
To defeat the et common
particular man.
and foresight, as he may still. If a mere politician, have
forts of the money lniluences to con- is pushed firmness
make-belieor,
if a
th way and that, will find political place,
trol the government, and reverse his that his course
becomes a pronounc reformer, retain that notoriety upon
reforms, is his only aim.
g
vanity
feeds,
but In either
line;
which
straight
his
a
of
instead
ed
At present Wm. H. Taft has ap
If it becomes too pronounced he case his usefulness to the community
peared to him the man most available and
no matter to which side the has ceased. From, "Latitude and
to stand as the candidate of the re Is glost, may
Longitude Among Reformers."
take him.
publican party. Hut President Koose
velt has told Taft and all Taffs
friends that he would feel at liberty
the board by which all sheep in the
to support any other candidate who
territory are to be dipped under the
might arise with better prospects of
CAMPAIGN
ACTIVE
supervision of Inspectors of the ou
success, providing such candidal
reau of animal Industry, the board
were also a man giving promise of
placing In the field a sufficient force
carrying on effectively the Roosevelt
see that all sheep are dipped
to
policies.
AGAINST SHEEP
InsiM'Ctors In the Field.
That Is what gives Importance to
The above order has therefore been
the rise of Charles Evans Hughes, of
given
the request of the bureau of
at
New York, a figure of growing size
animal Industry and a force ot gov
political
on the
and Importance
eminent Inspectors are now In the
horizon, and a reformer of unques
field prepared to supervise the dip
Is he
tinned Integrity and ability.
ping
of all sheep, and sheep owner
likewise a man well suited to carry
with in
are urged to fully
ing forward the Koosevelt policies?
spectors In this work, and to deliver
The relations between President Sheep Sanitary Board of New their sheep at vats for tipping early
Roosevelt and Gov. Hughes have been
in the season In order tnat the dip
of
President
the most cordial.
ping may be finished before the ship
Mexico Will Enforce DipRoosevelt Is probably as much as any
ping season opens. Uy dodging out
single person responsible for the elec
the lambs and dipping them separate
great
ping Regulations With
tlon of Hughes. He used all his
from ewes It Is perfectly safe to begin
influence to turn the tide in Hughes
the dipping when the majority of the
favor last winter.
lambs of any one flock are one month
Rigid Care.
old.
It Is believed that less loss In
The career of Mr. Hughes since his
shrinkage will result by this method
election has been watched with great
waiting until the lambs are
by
It
than
interest from the white house.
or four months old as the early
was hoped, no doubt, that he would
three
ARE
dinning will give a much greater per
develop into presidential timber; and INSPECTORS
ioil of time for the regaining of any
that hope is still cherished, though
shrinkage before shipping.
with less confidence than at the be
Enrlv Dinning Advised
ginning.
NOW AVAILABLE
Inspectors will be provided to su
It is an open secret that the
dipping from now until Sep
pervise
is somewhat disappointed with
'
temher 3'ith, 1907, after which time
policy
the
the presence of inspectors cannot al
which Gov. Hughes has adopted 1)1(1 (
nrrrl S. PfiflS anil IHher hn-- i ways be guaranteed wneu aesireo
While sympathizing fully with the
is therefore important that owner
governor's purposes, and approving In
arrange to dip their sheep early while
closures Must be Cleaned and
large measure his methods, he feels
government Inspectors are in tneir
that such course may be carried too
llstrict. as later on Inspectors ot tne
Officials With Authority From
President Roosevelt has had
far.
hoard will have to take charge or
mure experience as a reformer than
and hold such sheep until a govern
the Board Will Enforce
Gov. Hughes, and the light of this
ment inspector can bo obtained f'
experience suggests a danger which
supervising the dipping, in which case
This Order.
may not be apparent to Gov. Hughes,
the owner or the sheep win ne requir
This Is the danger that he may tlnd
eii to nav for the extra expense in
himself standing alone w hen he needs
eurred.
The Sheep Sanitary Hoard of
a practical army at his back.
We cannot too strongly urge upon
has begun active campaign all sheen growers to
and
and
In his essay on "Latitude
Longitude Among Reformers," Presi- against scabies among the great herds assist the bureau of animal industry
the territory. The board has one
I the
board In their efforts
dent Roosevelt discusses this situation of
inspectors in the service and
in u way which applies strikingly to hundred
the disease of scabies from
proposes to see that all old sheep eradicate
the present situation and attitude of yards,
the sheet In this territory.
pens,
and
enclosures
other
opinRespectfully.
Gov. Hughes.
The president's
where sheep are kept, are cleaned,
Si !, .MON" I.l'N'A.
ion Is best set forth in the paragraphs as
well as that all sheep are properly HARRY F. LEE,
President.
herewith reproduced from that essay. dipped.
Secretary.
following
important
The
orders
DAXGEH. WHITES ItOOsEYELT, have been Issued by the board and
11)11 "GO-- 1
It Isent out over New' Mexico:
NFORM F.I I.
RIO
ON
LEVEE
Uy

MARRIED

ATRATOH

BE ENDORSED

BY

rAGB TURK

UNDER YOUNG

WAY Oil WESTERN

rirx

TAR'S

BOOST

CITIZEN.

ROOSEVELT

IS DISAPPOINTING

IV

Ml

E VEXING

And Principal Eastern Points
On Sale Daily
June 1st to Sept. 30th

via

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

light-givin-

El Paso. Texas. June 4. Ry the
breaking of levees along the Rio
;rande at White's Spur, eight miles
west of El Paso, at an early hour
yesterday morning l.wOu acres of land
are under water, the depth ranging
from six inches to three feet. The
large brick yard of Z. T. White has
two
been flooded, water standing
feet in the kilns, and 140 acres of
crop
being
alfalfa are Hooded, the
a loss.

This Is the greatest damage ever
done In this vicinity by a Hood In the
Rio (irande and the loss will run up
Mr.
of dollars.
in the thousands
White, who returned from White's
bringing
evening,
the first
Spur last
particulars of the break In the levees,
Is unable to give an estimate of his
deliver said sheep for dipping at such loss, but said he would not have had
times and places and In mjch man- the overflow to have occurred for
110,000.
ner as may be designate- - by Inspectors In the field.
Penally For
Any sheep which are not delivered DEVELOPMENT WORK
at vats for dipping at such times ami
places as may be specified by Inspec
tors in the field, will be seized and
IN COYOTE CANYON
dipped, and all costs ami expenses Incident to such seizure and dipping
will be levied against such sheep and
;. Oxcndine, who mude the rich
the sheep held by inspector until such
In the
t'nynte canyon
S 'Id slrikt
expenses are paid.
iifiirhborliood a few weeks ago, will
All corrals or places of dose condesigemployes
more
with him
t.ik. three
finement of sheep, which are
nated by the inspectors as being in- to the mine today, In order to hasten
fectious. mut be cleaned ar.d disin- work there.
fected, moved ami disinfected, or de"We huse almo.il all the assess
stroyed by the owner or person in ment work done on our K'out of nine
as the in- claims," said Oxendme yesterday,
charge, in such niaiim-spector shall 1 re-- i i ibe.
"and tills week we will continue work
SiiLo.M'iX LI'. A
We will work as many
in the shaft.
president
Y
HA lilt
F. I.Ku
men as can work to advantage and
of
Secreta ry.
intend to hasten the
Ii4-aItfiiiuud Attention.
property all we can.
the
MexTo the Sheep owners of New
"You may not know It. hut when I
ico:
prospected that claim where I struck
The disease of scabies is still so Kol.i I was expecting nothing hut pop.
prevalent among the sheep of the ter- per. Xo one was more surprised than
ritory of New Mexico that it seriousat the rinding of the gold
ly interferes
Willi
the Interstate
and the demovement of the
partment of agriculture demands, and
A prompt,
pleasant, good remedy
the board is determined, that vigorous action must be taken for the for cough and coldn U Kennedy'
It contain
Laxative Cough Syrup.
eradication of the disease.
A plan of
has been no opiates and doe not constipate.
Sold by J. H.
determined on between the United Children like 11.
States bureau of animal Industry and.O'Hlelly & Co.
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Minstrels Under Canvas
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SHOW GROUNDS SECOND AND LEAD AVE.
A-G-Ai-

UEHTED rjMSTRElSEODS

The Bjard of County Commission
ers of McKinley county, New Mexico,
will receive sealed proposals for the
erection and completion of a court
house and Jail building, to be erected
Bids to be
In Uallup, New Mexico.
submitted separately for court house
and Jail.
A certined cnecK ror nve nunareu
dollars will ba required to accompany
the proposals, to assure the good
faith ot the bidders.
Proposals will be received up to
3rd,
o'clock p. m., Monday, June
1907, at the olllce of the clerk of the
can
specifications
and
board. Plans
be seen at the office of J. L. LaDrlere.
Albuquerque, N. 11., or at the clerk's
office In Gallup.
The board reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
F. W. MEYERS,
Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners, Gallup, New Mexico.

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why not you?

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

COAL
Genuine American

ton

block,

per

ts.M

Cerrlllos Lamp
ISS
Anthracite Nnt
MM
It.OO
Anthracite lulled
IM Nut
the Children.
At this season of the year the first Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
ta.M
sUes
unnatural looseness of a child's
96.00
bowels should have Immediate at Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.
tentioti. The best thin that can be
Colic,
Cholera Green Mill Wood, per load. . . ,S1S
Kiven is Chamberlain's
and Diarrhoea Itemed)', followed by
castor oil as directed with each bottle
VV.
&
of the remedy. For ale by all drug
gists.
Both Phonee.

H. HAHN

e

1

notice to coxrn VCTOKS.

CO.

o

LARGEST MiNSTnEL SHOW

IN

TtlE WOIlLP,

'
Neat, Cleail and Reiined. Better Than a Circus.
Come Laugh With Us: Seats for Two Thousand.
lADMISSION 25c and 50c.

Give us your ROUGH DRY work
Monday, and get It back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.

Don't Forget The

When you feel the need of a pill, ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
take a De Witt Little Early Hiser.
THE OLDEST MILL IV THE CITY.
Hold by J. H. O'Hielly & Co.
When In neetf ot sash, door, fraui,
VAXN'S
NEW IXHJSTAIN FOR tto. Norton work a
404
.South Ell-- mreet. Telrpltoue
HEAL COLD D1UNK3.
3.
laixx-iiilt-

ALBUQUERQUE
RULE

WILLIAM F. BROGAN
MANAGING EDITOR

ll'Pi:i JOB

m.ST ADVKICTIMMi MI.DItM

TMI.NT.
IN TIIK SOITHWI ST.

LKADIXtJ RFPVUMCAN PAPICR IX XFW MKXKO.

Jfie

PRESS REPORT

greater

AXP AUXILIARY XCTS SERVICE.
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Chicago's record for suicides Is 127 In the past f.;r months, or a fraction more
one a day The record for attempt. Is double.
New York's bureau of records gives an average of three persons who
liave Bought
for every two days in the past half year.
St. Louis was the scene of 25 attempts at
during the
month of April.
Records of other centers of habitation In the United States show a
series of suicides correspondingly large when compared to population.
All of which moves the thoughtful mind to turning over the query:
"Is this life so horrible that persons are so desperate In their rush to
obliterate themselves?"
Bravery Is generally accepted as a lack of fear where bodily danger Is concerned. Andrew Carnegie has established a hero commission for the expressed purpose of presenting medals and small endowments to persons
who commit some act of daring at the risk of life and limb.
The current news columns dally exploit with eclat hundreds of Instances of bravery, of daring, of heroism
It Is the every-da- y
thins to read such paragraphs as the following:
"Fearlessly, regardless of the awful death that awaited him, the young
man dashed Into the burning house.
"The great crowd held its breath In bated horror as the man bravely
leaped before the rabid canine.
"At the risk of his own life he dashed dauntlesslv Into the churning
sea."
Dally this thrills us. We accept It as the great climax of fortitude,
of heroism, of mighty deeds, of valor.
The man who runs is a coward. The man who fears to die Is beyond
contempt.
From our pulpits we hear It, from the battle ground, from the
theater, the novel, everywhere It Is echoed and
until It pounds
ceaselessly against the tympanum:
"Rrave enough to die." "brave enough
go,"
die,"
'ready to
"fearlessly face to face with death."
to
Ah. but Is It? Is the fear of death the greatest thing?
How about the fear of life?
How about the thousands who are dally, hourly, craving surcease,
oblivion, Lethe; freedom from the cares, the troubles, the gray thoughts,
the deep despondencies, the drudgeries, the miseries of this world?
How about the scores who daily, desperately, wipe themselves and
their miseries from existence In the hope of finding peace beyond the veil
Into the great unknown?
Who are the brave?
Who are the cowards?
Stronger, better, more valiant and far more noble Is he that faces
life manfully, honestly than the man who merely faces death without
flinching. Brave Indeed Is he that lives his life to the best of his ability
and as near to the dictates of conscience and the bright rules of his
Ideals as possible! Better be it said, "He was brave enough to live," than
"He was fearless enough to die."
There are no Carnegie medals, no wreaths of fame for the man who
Is brave enough to live when death would be far preferable, but there
must be a reward compared with which medals and temporal praise are
as nothing.
th-i-

d.

.

Albuquerque Has the Only
Store In Southwest That
Closes at Noon.
Two hours a day for twenty-si- x
days is fifty-tw- o
hours, and three
times fifty-tw- o
hours is 156 hours, or
thirteen days of twelve hours each.
This is the vacation the Golden
Utile Iry Hoods company will give Its
clerks during the months of June.
July and August, as a result of closing
every day at 2::10 o'clock and remaining closed till 2.30 in the after-nnoMr. Weinmann. proprietor of the
store, first experimented with this
method of giving his clerks a vacation every day during the summer
months last summer and found the
result to be very satisfactory.
"I found It not only a big advertisement," said Mr. Weinmann this
morning, "but trie clerks show bv
their work that they appreciate it
and we do Just as much. If not more,
business than otherwise."
"It's pretty nice, don't vou know."
continued the dry goods man. "An
nours sleep every day helps a lot.
Or If one doesn't want to sleep, they
can do something else like reading,
or sewing for the women, and whlling
away an hour nt the dub for the
men. Well, last year the clerks
bought me a nice diamond pin as a
present and a token of appreciation,
i if course.
I appreciate
the present
but it Isn't the present that pleases
me so much as the evidence of the
appreciation of my employes. Now
we started closing yesterday for the
first time this summer and we will
continue it the remainder
of the
summer.
You notice, we have the
best clerks In the city and there Is a
reason for It."
The Golden Rule Dry Goods store
Is the only store In the southwest that
has adopted the noon closing rule.

IDE
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WILL BE REPEATED
By request of the patrons of the
Casino theater, the Manhattan Musical Comedy company will repeat the
latter part of this week "The
the comedy which was
offered last week, but which was
poorly attended on account of inclement weather.
In quite a number of ways "The
is the best piece the
company has presented here.
The
skit is original, the dialogue crisp,
witty and clean. The pretty balloon
sellers, while they made a big hit
last week, are expected to outdo
themselves when the comedy Is repeated.

PUBLIC PLAYGROUND

A

POPULAR DEMAND

Edward Johnson, who has been circulating a petition asking the council to establish an official boys' playground in Albuquerque, is securing
the names of all the prominent clti-en- s,
BuiCding
and he now has over 600 name
appended to the petition.
There Is a little study In sociology and a still bigger study in
Mr. Johnson stated today
other
to those who have driven about the outsklits of Albuquerque re- petitions were in circulation that
and that
cently.
all are meeting with marked success.
North of the city near the plant of the American Lumber company and "Only two have failed lo sign, of all
southeast of the city, adjacent to the new Santa Fe yards, two little annexes whom I have asked," said he.
The petitions will be presented to
have sprung up and they are rapidly being filled with homes of worklngmen.
council in a short time, and it Is
Near the lumber company's i.lajit are a number of small Rhaoks, some the
believed
the overwhelming number
made of rough timber, tar paper, tenting and other cheap temporary maand
strength of the petitioners will
terial.
Similar material Is used In the construction of houses near the rail- insure the proper
action to secure the
road. But the study comes from the manner in which these sort of pioneer playground.
homes are gradually being transformed Into neat, comfortable, well built
cottages surrounded by well kept yards, stables, chicken pens and gardens.
They begin
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
The builders of these homes are poor jnen with families.
on a una II scale with a temporary dwelling of the kind first described and
gradually accumulate enough money and material to erect a better house.
They are thrifty, hard working men, ami they do much of the work on
The following quotations were retheir little homes themselves after their regular day's work Is done.
ceived by F. J.
& Co.. brokers,
They are a mighty desirable class.
They live simply and economically, over their own Graf
private wires from
but they add something to Albuquerque where ordinarily nothing would be New York. Room 37, Barnett
buildThey buy and improve cheap property.
added.
The homes they build at ing. Albuqueique, N. M.:
first are eyesores to any city but watch them for a year.
At the end of twelve months a shapely, fresh painted little home takes
New York Stocks.
the place of the former shack and a neat picket fence surrounds It.
October cotton
. . . $1 1.7X
In the hack yard there Is a small barn, a shed or two, a chicken pen with American Sugar
. . . 1.M '
Amalgamated Copper ..... . . . st'i
a dozen chickens.
American
home-buildSmelters
I H
...
plants a few trees and waters and
Then this enterprising
American Car Foundry
4 1
. . .
cares fur them, like a mother for her children.
Atchison,
ss
...
Some grass on the lawn, a few flowers and the spot would hardly
be Anaconda com
. . .
recognlr.d as the place it once was.
Baltimore and hlo
.
.
. .
Ht
Within the house, as a rule, the furniture Is cheap but comfortable and Brooklyn liapid Transit . . ...
Canadian Pacific
tne rooms are tidy and well kept.
6 s 4
. .
.I
. . .
AVlthin the past six months several dozen such homes have gone up at Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western . . . ...
the outskirts of the city and there Is a steady but sure gruwth of the city G.
ini
N. ore Ctfs
... siu
In the directions above mentioned.
Krlo pom
... 1 2 I
The men. who are doing this building, represent the thrifty class of Louisville and Nashville
...
v
laborers for the most part, and they are a mighty desirable class of citizens.
Pacific
..wmi
73
...
Every encouragement ought to be given them.
Mexican Central
. .
I'd .,
National
... 0
New- - York Central
... 11
Norfolk
' 'ntario and Western
."..!
. .
Pennsylvania
. . . lL'O
1M1
.
President Roosevelt h;is been known since e.uiv In his public career for Heading com
... U
his command and use of terse English and his ability to crowd a great many-bi- liock Island
Southern
Pacific
...
thoughts Into a very small space.
Perhaps nothing illustrates the .res- St. Paul
. . .
i:
ident's power of speech-makin- g
better than the following brief paragraphs Southern Tiailwnv
. . . 1!
from one of the speeches he made recently while visiting in Michigan:
Union Pacific
...133'i
S
"We hear a great deal of the need of protecting our worklngmen from V.
. .. 33 S
lT. S. S. pfd
competition with pauper labor.
. . . f7
I have very lit
of the competition of Greene
Cananea
pauper labor. The nations with pauper labor are fear
... 14'a
not the formidable Industrial competitors of this country.
What the American worklngman has to
fear Is the competition of the highly skilled worklnginan of the countries f
greater Industrial efficiency."
".Surely It Is eminently in accord with the principles of our democratic
life that we should furnish the highest average industrial training
for the
ordinary skilled w oi k man."
"We have been fond as a nation ,,f speaking of the dignity of
.il,r
meaning thereby manual labor.
personally I don't think thai we b. gin to
understand what a high place manual labor should take."
"The young man who has the courage and the ability to refuse !o enter
the crowded Held of the
professions and to take to ,.,m i ucth e industry is almost sine of ample reward In earnings, in health, cin opportunity
to marry early, and to establish a home with reasonable freedom from worry
They should get over the Idea that to cam 12 a week and call It salary is better than to earn $25 a week and call It wages."
"The best crop Is the crop of children; the best products of the farm
ai'
he men and women raised thereon."
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Summary or oiiiilltlons.
New
4.
York.
June
Annri
stocks In London v.. ,ik. 4 to
low parity.
American Car Foundry common
creased to 1 per ceil quarterly.
Government cotton report at n
toda v.

1.

lie
su.rK transfer t;
d in May
show s de crease of
per
;.i
ii
Consumers still .!
mvh a '.s
of copper.
Good demand f
i:i
b an
crow d.
m- French government appoint
mission to Inquire into
for
advance In price of wheat.
Strength in exchange and ease in
money indicate further gold engagements.
Two million dollars goes today and
more may follow on Thursday.
Consolidated Gas decision 'on suit
to annual charter expected next Monday.
Gains in cash from interior put
banks in stronger position than at
this time last year.
Weather: Mississippi valley cloudy,
threatening; light showers last night.
Oklahoma and Indian Territory clear
and hot.
Button on cotton Government acreage report will compare vi.
i.
Ot.ii
hiKt year, but everyone believes it was too low last year.
Weather:
partly
Minneapolis
cloudy; fine.
Chicago, June 4 U
B. morning
letter Wheat No doubt a number
of bulls In this trade working with
bears to get lower wheat level where
long lines can be replaced.
The way the, market rebounded
from early dip yesterday
indicates
that more general buying is likely to
begin at any point.
Think would stick to the buying
side of wheat on the breaks.
Corn With all the big run of receipts of late, stocks here increased
but little, shipments east are large,
cash sales yesterday about 350,000
bushels. Country holds reserves tight
and situation continues strong.
Oats Condition of oat crop as it
appears on approaching harvest is
likely to get worse Instead of better.
Leaders in the trade think the
Snow figures of S50 million bushels
will not be reached. Oats prices will
advance very quickly as they did
as soon as the hesitation in the
wheat market is over.
p, m.
Liverpool, June 4.- -2.
Cot- ton quief, 4 to 8
higher.
London, June 4. C01. per opening:
Spots Hit.O advance
10's.
futures
1)4.10 declined lo's. Market irregular.
New York, June
4.
Lynns on
Stocks Believe market will be one
sided affair for some time.
New York, June 4. Town Topics
It has been evident that the market
has been controlled entirely by operations of the floor element.
Though prices may back and fill
around the present level for a few
days longer, we think that conservative purchases of the Harriman-Hills- ,
St. Paul, Atchison, Heading and coppers will prove profitable. We expect
cotton to go higher on unfavorable
weather.
Chicago. June 4. L. & B. grain
letter Wheat The early part of the
Ression was marked by the most decisive selling of wheat since the liquidation period set In. The effect was
a break of three cents in price. There
was considerable selling on stop-los- s
orders on the sharp decline. There
was also much eleventh hour profit
taking and liquidation by outsiders.
n the break a number of houses,
which had good outside following on
the bull side during the big advance,
were receiving buying orders. It
looks like a fresh start on the part
of public to accumulate wheat on the
nine-cereaction from high point.
There was a special cable report on
Uoumanla, stating that the outlook
there Is very bad. Hevlew of Kuro-pea- n
crops gave very ci... weather
over United Kingdom and Germany.
The most Intlueiitial news for buyers, however, was from the southao
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Socorro county republicans know Captain fleoige Curry well.
They are
nut in the least disturbed, therefi le, as to what hiH course of conduct will be
when he enters upon the discharge of his official duties as governor of N. w
Mexico.
Socorro Chieftain.
And neither Is the average republican, not
fiigHgeu in reforming nnnseir Into a soft Job.
The territorial papers generally are strongly In favo'r of a commutation
of sentence for Mrs. Valentin Madrid and Alma Lyons, who killed the former's husband at Hillsboro. The governor could do no better than to fave
the lives of these two unfortunate, degenerate women.
We have no objection to the Albuquerque Morning Journal

Uotlng from
the .'e
and can even stand the perverting of our thunder, but we do ob- JH't to the using of our mental effusions without giving us due credit. Pecos
Valley News.

The humorist of America are going to erect a monument to "Hill"
is'ye.
Very appropriate to honor thus the author of so many enduring
of humor.
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west.

Kansas City people, who have taken
great trouble to get at tile facts, say
is simply
that the warm weather
causing tile extreme frost damage to
show in the shape of blighted heads.
The serious condition of the Kansas
crop Is reported by so many conser
vative people that we believe that
state Is very badly hit and that In the
end. it will become a strong bull factor. The br.a'K has cleareo the speculative a! tuosplu re and w e believe
buyers who take hold of wh-.- it
on
the breaks, will get the money.
Corn Corn was remarkably strong
throughout the entire session' consi
cling the break in wheat.
Tile country is holding back on
corn until they see how the crop is
going to turn out. weather conditions
are 10. t by any means what they
should be and taking the fact that
the start was a bad one. being later
than usual anil the seedli'g was dmi'
conditions,
under most unfavorable
we think that prices will gi,idua!!
work higher.
--

Omaha livestock.
Omaha. June 4. Cattle receipts
n
Market slow to In cents lower.
Western steers :!...n ii .'i.Sii; Texas
steers J 3.011 n 4. Z' cows an.) heifers
JJ.To.'o 4.L'.".:
'.'."oi'o .io;
c.tuners
stockers and feeders $3."0'n '1.00: calves $3,ini
",.7.".; bulls and stags $.T.
7

:

'11

'.(

4.7.'..

Sheep

Ueccipts

Market

.tf.'iil.

Sj
A IK,
strong. Yearlings $5.85
ers $5. 'Srti. SO: ewes
lambs IS. 00 ft 8.10.

'a 6." i;
$4.

weth-5fi6.4-

T "1

nh

r

iv

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, June 4. Cattle re
ceipts Hiioo. Market steady. Southern
steers $3.50'ii 5.60; southern
cows
J2.25 ri 3.!'0; stockers
and feeders;
f3.2iif 4.75; bulls $3.25 Si 4.75 ; calves
$3.75 'a 6.50; western fed steers $4.25
fa 5.90;
Western fed cows $3.25 'w
4.60.
Sheep
receipts
10.000.
Market
steady. Muttons $5.500 'n 6.1
lambs
$7.25 ft.oii; range wethers
$5.25 (
6.75; fed ewes $4.75'y6.00.

A

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, June 4. Cattle receipts.
MOiiii.
steady to strong.
Market
Beeves ft.tlii 6.65 cows $ 1.75 'ii 4.9" ;
'
heifers $2.6n 5.5o; calves $5.0nir
7.25: good to prime steers $5.65 'u
6. '..": stockers and feeders $3. Oil 'n 5.20
Sheep
receipts 10.000.
Market
strong. Western $4.25'n65; yearlings $6.3'i'(, 7.15: lambs $6.5ii'ii !.40;
western $6.50 'n X. 50.
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BUY A

CHICKERING

SONS

&

There Are No Better

WH1TS0N MUSIC GO.,

124 South Second St.

;

St. Louis Wool Market.
4.
St. Bonis, June
Wool steady

unchanged.

COMMUNICATIONS
I noticed a long
article in tiie
morning paper in regard to the signal
whistle for calling out tiie wrecking
crew, which wound up by saving that
it would be a good tiling and that
everyone would know about th
wrecks and where they were, and In
a sarcastic tone it slated that, owing
to tin- number, the Santa Fe would
to get another whistl
tiiink this was wholly uncalle.l
for, as this nrder has been in vogue
for about two months, and this is t
::r.-time mat mere lias oceii any occasion to sound tills signal.
think
this paper is the worst knocker lli.it
any
or community ever had. In
. v. .
way. and it Is certain that If
e
oiilil hae our choice of having a
paper of litis kind or go without any.
.v.won.; b.. mu.ii better off without
a paper.
Their whole forte SceUls to
no to l;u i. k. iii capital letters.
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The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
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Call.

Phone 9S

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

K 1.

The Albuquerque

Hatters
Hats tieuncd
nny Stylo

and) Mocked

Panamas a

In

Sjie-chil- ly

Clothing
titciim
Cleaned and Presed.
to
Orders Attended
Promptly.
Kx-Irc- N

Corner
St.
3rd &. Cold Ave.

TIIK CHIi nHKN OK T01HV MtK
JHE Mi:.N AMI WOMEN OF
TOMORROW.
Do not Injure
their physical and
mental well being with Indigestible
bread.
Kemember, they grow
when fed best. Select a o.u;illtv or
bread that you know is made lisiit I
Saddle horses a specialty. Beat every
way. Under sanitary eondi
driver in the city. Proprietor! ol tions, of
good flour, properly mixe.
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
and baked, so as to be wlioleome am
it YMimooK imos.
nutritious,
bread on t:.i
Plume 596.
fi .folin Street will be foundMailings'
to fulfill everv reuu: e

Iiiouo

580.

Highland Livery

MATTEUCCI
First

ment

PIONEER BAKERY
207
South First Street.

tdineiuakcr and rialr-er- .
received klilpiiifiit of new

claNM

Jut

shoes.

GREEN FRONT,

206 WEST GOLD AVE.

-

PIANO

;

on hand. Bargain prices; easy payments.
- mi.-

0;

WHEN YOU BUY A

LEARN ARD and LINDEMN
af ew rented pianos

Call and Sec Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

:

j

11

Principles.

OXCB A WEEK
DOLLR
VVILI uuv Tin-maciiini:

ESTABLISHED 1900.

A

Constructed on Scientific

e,

nt

VJrj

WZJJ

AUTOMATIC!

Come to our store and let us tell you about it. Prices: $10.00, $20.00, $22.00,
$30.00, $40.00, $50.00, $60.00, $100 and up.
We carry tne largest stock of Machines and Records in New Mexico. Take
advantage of this Easy Payment Offer.

We still have

itv-'- v

2

REFRIGERATORS

This Week We Will Offer any Style of the Victor Talking Machines
or Edison Phonographs on EASY PAYMENTS.

ONE

'v

s-

VICTOR TALKING
M ACHINE WEEK

All over New Mexico there Is talk of Fourth of July celebrations.
No
town is too dinky or too poor to have a celebration.
Albuquerque ..light to
get In line.
n is tiuc we have shouldered a big load in preparing to make a
"hummer" of the territorial fair, but at the same time a rousing Fourth ef
July celebration could he gotten up without much trouble and it would
show
that the spirit of the city was still alive. Albuquerque ought to celebrate.
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of the mim-mschool for the seventh,
eighth, ninth and tenth grade
subjects. Also Spanish. This
Is a inoft excellent opportunity
to review these subjects or to
make tip any subjects In
which you are deficient.
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F'tnch Dry an J Steam Cleaning. IVt Guarantee no lo Shrink ut Fade
The body of Joseph Van Norder,
the most Delicate of LaJie Carmenh,
pulmonary
who died yestereday o
(rouble, will be taken to his home in
Meadvllle, Ohio, tonight, for burial.
We Make a Specialty of Cleaning. Pressing and Repairing

de

Willow

-

Furniture
We have Just received a
splendid variety of these
reliable willow goods In
Chairs,
Rockers, Settees
and Tables In natural finish.
Come in and see them on
our floor.

Our Prices Are the Lowest

1

ALBERT FABER' S

Albuquerque

Business College

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

. . Staab Building

1

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

TlM-rc-

Groceries, Meats, Poultry, Beit
Lucca Olive OilJ

e

The Champion Grocery Go,
622-62-

MATTEUCCI BROS.
W. TIJeras Ave.
Phoa

4

tL

THESE ARE
if--

h

CARRIAGE
BUYING DAYS

o

Easy Terms

JfJ

and
Low Prices

siXttArtsAyjiM

Do you Intend buying k. vehicle to enjoy the summer monthsT If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive ehlol
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagonk of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

Albuquerque Carriage

SI

.

v

.

Co.

Corner First and TIJeras Road.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

i

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j

1

MM

Where to Dtne Well

.

Itii-lnc- s,.

Hunters Wagon Yard

11

;

rat-lea- ps

their-nionev-

P

ui'

1

,

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and

Night-Meal-

s

at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

Under Bavtjy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less

preserve
telephone
The
your health, prolongs your Ufa
ant protects your home.

and the worries fewer.

.

t

VOD XELD A TELEPHONE

v

--

OUT TOWN

A

1

.im;mi:i:i

Call up 597

UPHOLSTERING

KKRV LINK

-

C.

F--

A Hen

0C000C00C0OeO0

FLY"

203

West Cold

HENRY'S

(Elranuut anil JJrraatng Marks

Expert From Eastern Factories)!

Reyff & Dowdell
216 N. Second
.

old son of Mr.
The
and Mrs. W. V. Clothier died last
night at 10 o'clock ,at the home of
his parents, near old town, where Mr.
Clothier has a dairy. The boy was
one of twins.
The funeral will be
held tomorrow at 10 o'clock from
Border' t ha pet.
t'RK'S ;OOI, 1LI liOOT BEE

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES

four-month-

;

Phone 878 1

AT WALTON S D1CIG bTOHK.

MRS. ROSE HENRY

OF

AVCSUi
in hest savefeI' uePHOM
SAVOY MOTfL

screens

Door screens ns strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

PCAiSTKG MILVLi
SUPERIOR
SEE OUK NEW 1JKICK JiUILDINU

,oroooocox)oK)t
OEALER

liALDRIDGE
J.IN C.NATIVE
AND CHICAGO LUMBER

8HEUWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more,

looks

best, wears

tha longest, most economical; full measure.
Planter, Lime. Cement.
PAPER Always In stock.
BUILDING
Paint. Glass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
FIItST BT1SEET AND COAL- AVE. ALIirQCEKQl'E, NEW MEX.
-

K)00D000O0O00

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY US
BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

Out of Ttwn Otden Given Prompi Attention

CooJt Called for and tyeliDertd.

SILAS

0000000000000

envtern-mad- e

d

Sbe-p-d-

-

l

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

!s

.

I.V YOtTIt

411

JUbuquerque,

ieu) tAltvco

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

kC0OC0OOO000C)C0

212

NORTH SECOND ST,

j

mint.
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brations. Not only that, but I told
Jim th it he was as crazy as a lobster
mil started for lb" do u believing
that the man ws getting dangerous.
He called me back, ami to humor the
poor fellow. I returned.
After explaining his system to me he Jokingly
remarked that I had better try an
I finally
consented and
experiment.
he adjusted the cap and then made
necessary
connection between It
the
He
and the registering apparatus.
then asked me to think a short senI
so.
He
then examined
tence.
did
the tape on the instrument and wrote
a word above each dash; It was the
Identical idea I hid expressed, with
only a small variation in the wording.
I complimented Jim very highly on
his achievement and Informed him
that he bad produced something very
Before leaving my esremarkable.
timation of Jim's inventive capacity
underwent a decided change. However, grim tragedy stilkied nearer
than we supposed; for before a week
had passed a terrible storm of unusual force wrecked Jim's workshop.
The vibratory machine was completely destroyed.
Jim had not the moans
to finance the construction of another
one. His former buoyant enthusiasm
was gone, and with it went his brilliant ideas. He accepted a position
as 3 mechanic, and the l ist I heard
of liiin he was cravfng his way toward the upper rung of the ladder.

a 5aO)aOOaoa5aofcOOsOa5aO

From Diana's Diary

"Tlio ,lfp of tally ,Tnni lii-rj-"
1iciiti Ml. lUllpitkli'
flpiilril IH'lljclitn at Omry "Tlirw WnNii'l .Nothing
(I1Y F. W. M llAlilCIt.
)

(Mil

of Anil,

lfcring."

oooooooooouou
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WITH

"tXJNKY
V.

BIT TIIKIti: WASN'T NOTHING DOING."

Having got over her little spell of
sickness Mrs. Cushwads felt able to
"travel" some more, so we packed up
and went over to Coney Inland between chapters from "The Ufe of
Lady Jane Urey." Arriving we at
once RESUMED "The Life of Lady
Jane ;rey," which I can repeat with
my eyes shut.
I thought at last we were going to
do SOME sightseeing, but Mm. Cush-wad- s
has got any hermit you ever
heard of beaten blocks.
I got good and sore. I said to her:
"Begging your pardon, but if you
didn't want to see anything here,
WHY did you come to Coney Is-

land?"

suspense that
waited
breathless.
Even "Alexandaw,"
I

In

parrot, seemed to listen for the ans
wer,

a n a w a bs u lid a w I n
"What
terrogatlon." she drawls, weary Ilk".
i iravui tun these
aw points to
aw Interest tub to be able tuh say
that 1 aw have been theah."
I could hear the
of a brass drum over on iSurf-a- v
I could hear the clang-clun- g
of cars
which were carrying their loads of
holiday makers to Dreamland, Luna
park, and the thousand and one
show places of Coney.
My brain
reeled. I rushed from the presence
or Mrs. Cushwads, determined
to
rubber at the front door.
Alas, we were camped in a cottage
on the outskirts of Coney, and there
was wasn't NOTHIXC in sight but a dethe serted residence street. ,
thud-thud-th-

000OttO0000Cs0004l

Jim WetSierby, Inventor
Jim Wetherby was always dreaming
of Inventions; and In his conversation
with his friends, he invariably alluded to something great that he had In
mind and which, when finallv
would cause the people of
the world to build monuments In his
honor. By his friends he was called
"Tinkering" Jim. by casuat acquaintances he was looked upon with awe
and admiration looked upon as a
jnan of prodigious mentality, and who
would some day take his place among
the foremost Inventors of the age.
Jim often discoursed learnedly on
a substitute he had In mind for 'lumber, something
that would be of
prime necessity when our forests disappeared.
But his ideas, never materialized; at least, he never got beyond the theoretical stage. His theory was that flexible boards could
be
made out of common clay, absolutely
fireproof, and almost indestructible
and at a price cheaper than pine Is
sold for. If his dream of clay lumber could have been realized he surely would have reaped a fortune. But,
alas! Jim had too many robust Ideas
In his head to make a success of my
of them. They were all failures. Perhaps In the hands of a more energetic
person some of them could have been
developed Into practical and money-makin- g
enterprises.
One of Jim's pet schemes consisted
of a vibratory machine. This Instrument was Intended to prove a blessing to all literary persons. It Is well
known that when a man retires and
before he falls asleep his mind seems
to think clearer, more concisely, ami
more original than at any other period during the dav. This was the
case with Jim. All his best ideas
were conceived and marshaled In
good order when the massive heiid
lay peacefully on a pillow; but in the
morning he could only remember
fragmentary parts; the essentials, the
keystone to his structure, could not
be recalled. .So Jim sensibly arrived
per-Jecte- d.

00000000Cs000c5

at the conclusion that his success as
a great Inventor depended on an Instrument that would register those
precious thoughts which persisted In
coming Just before he dropped off to
sleep.
I was well acquainted with Jim and
as he unfolded to me his hopes and
aspirations as to his latest Idea, he
became very enthusiastic. He thought
that If he could Invent a thought-registerin- g
machine he could make
the patent clerks at Washington lean
from overwork.
confidentially
He
told me what he Intended to do with
the wealth when the golden stream
flowed his way.
Indeed, poor Jim
had counted his birds before they
were hatched, and he had already
counted on success as an actuality.
Why, he scouted the idea
Failure!
as preposterous.
Jim worked and toned for many
days.
He built a, small workshop,
something he never did before, and
really began actual work on constructing a machine. He reasoned
that thoughts produced vibrations,
and that each word could be differentiated. In an Infinitesimal degree,
from others. By placing a sensitized
cay over his head, he couldn't see
why It was not possible to register
thought, by having a wire attached
to the cap leading to the registering
machine. He thought the Jhlng was
simply child's play.
However, he fiund that he had the
hardest problem he ever handled. As
to the vibratory force he was fairly
correct, but in his experiments he
found It difficult to distinguish one
vibration from the other. One day
I found him mumbling over a long,
tape-lik- e
sheet of paper. To nie It
was only so many dashes they all
looked similar; but lo Jim's practical eye. each little dash was a trltie
different. I expressed my astonishment at his cleverness, but was far
from being convinced that these dashes represented so many thought vi

A SHARP

AX

Prescott. Ariz.. June 4. With a
bushy growth of whiskers on his face
.. a
and a hotnicld.il look In his
raving maniac, who has persistently
refused to give his name or reveal
his Identity to the Coconino county
oflicers, since his arrest a week ago,
passed through here Monday on the
southbound train, enroute to the Territorial asylum for the Insane, at
I'hoenlx. in custody of I'ndersherlff
John Woody of Flagstaff, and a guard.
Armed with an axe the man chased
a number of woodchoppers from a
camp near Flagstaff, where he was
employed as cook, about a week ago.
His arrest followed, nnd after being
Incarcerated In the Flagstaff Jail he
refused food and drink for three
days, the greater part of the time
laboring under strange hallucinations,
apparently due to religious frenzy.
He was kept under guard all of the
time, and made several attempts to
Inflict bodily harm on his keepers.
The unfortunate man Is of American birth and apparently about thirty
years of age. A resident of Flagstaff
believes he saw him In New Mexico
towns some months ago, ami that he
was at that time a religious fanatic.
An effort will be made
by Officer
Woody to leant, something of the
man's previous history.
There Is no case of Indigestion, no
matter how obstinate, that will not foe
speedily relieved by the use of Kodol.
Kodol contains the same Juices found
In a healthy stomach.
Conforms to
the Pure Food and Drug Law. Soli
by J. H. O'UieUy Ac Co.
o
DF.ATII C'AMASS IS
FATAL TO S1IKF.I'
Laramie. Wyo.. June 4. Dr. A. W.
Whltehouse of this place, a veterinarian, is asking ranchmen to furnish
him with whatever information they
have of the
"corn poison" or

"death camass" plant, which Is said
to be causing many deaths among
sheep and cattle In Colorado and
northern New Mexico. He is somewhat familiar with the weed, If It be
the same that Is complained of In
Colorado and declares that his sheep
have eaten large quantities of the
leaves of the plant.
He believes that the poison comes
from the root, a bulb about the size
of a wild onion, and having a thin
stem about six inches long between
the bulb and the surface of the
ground.
"If this Is obtainable by the sheep
I do not wonder that they die," he
said, "because the bulb is a rank
poison.
However. It Is hard to pull
from the ground and I have found
difficulty In getting this stem and the
bulb out of the dirt that I have spad-de- d
up vith a potato digger. The
stem is brittle. Possibly in times of
heavy rain, when the ground is soft,
the sheep have been able to pull the
plant up by the root and devour the
bulb."
He Fired the Stick.
"I have tired the walking stick Ive
forty years, on account
over
carried
of a sore that resisted every kind
of treatment, until I tried Bucklen's
Arnica Salve; that has healed the
sore and made me a happy man."
writes John (larrett. of North Mills,
X. C.
Ouaranteed for piles, burns,
etc., by all dealers.
Siibsorllie for The Evening Citizen.

thii competitive age and when of ample character it place
possessor in the front ranks of

The Well Informed of the World.
Muntil
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A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it is a remedy of

Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known Component

Parts

and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the Well Informed of the
world, who Lnow of their own personal knowledge and from actual use that it is the first
I
ana iew or lamuy
uxauves, lor whichi no extravagant or unreasonable claims are made
Ihis valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
under the name of Syrup of Figs
and has attained to worldwide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As ils pure
laxative principles, obtained from ienna. are we known to ih variant
and the Well Informed of the world to be the best we have
adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and
tJuur of Senna
as more fully descriptive of the remedy,
but doubtless it wdl always be called tor by the shorter
Syrup of Figs
name of
and to get its beneficial
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
name of the Company
California Fig Syrup
printed on the front of every package.
Co.
whether you call for
Syrup of f ig
or by the full name
Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna.
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"Tipping

the catcher's signals Is
If you are not
caught at it," .aid Arthur Irwin, in a
recent fanning rest. "And It is not a
new stunt of the diamond .either.
I
remember away back In
when
the Hoston club had purchased Mike
Kelly and Johnnie Clarkson for a
fabulous price In those days that we
worked the game to perfection.
"I was playing with Philadelphia
and Hoston walloped us In the opening games on our home (rounds.
When we went to Hoston we were
lifter revenge. When the two stars
walked out on the grounds a chorus
of 10,0 00 got to their feet and paid
hilarious respects to the new Idols.
"I studied Clarkson's delivery for
two Innings and accldentaly tumbled
to his signals to the Intleld.
Ills cue
for a slow ball was to drop his left
side, am the Intlelders then pulled
around to the left of the diamond.
When his right hand dropped It
meant a fast ball and the player
shifed to the rlsht.
"We worked Clarkson's signals In a
hit and run game. When one
us
got on first he was Instructed toof run
on a fast ball. This drew the second
baseman to his base and our batsman
was instructed to hit at the same time,
the result In most Instances was to
drive a ball safely through first and
second.
"All of
Boston's twlrlers used
Clarkson's signals and we worked the
game until th- - end of the series.
When Hilly Nash got next to what
we were doing the signals
were
changed In a hurry."
a mighty
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"Arlle Iatham to this day is not
for saving his money, and In the
old days he had a reputation of being chronically
broke." says Tom
hoftus.
"So long ago I am ashamed
to tell Just when, I was manager of
a ball team on which Latham was
playing third base. We were on the
fag end of an eastern trip and Arlle
ran out of cash and needed it badly
He had touched me so often that he
knew an ordinary appeal would have
little success.
"This morning he came to my"
room with real tears In his eyes.
'Tom. my poor mother-in-lais down
with typhoid fever and that robber of
a doctor In my town has refused to
treat her unless his fee is paid in advanced he said.
"I was touched by the appeal and
handed out the money.
day Lath sought me out and
said: 'Tom, I am going to turn over
a new leaf and settle down.
I am
going to marry the old girl and need
$20 to pay the parson.'
" 'Do you mean to tell me you are
going to marry, your mother-in-lawI gasped.
'Are you daffy?'
"Latham calmly pulled out a note
book, and, after looking over the
scrawl that covered the first page,
said: 'Say. old pal, come to think of
it, I buried her on the coin you gave
w

?'

ALBUQUERQUE

me yesterday, and I want this coin to
buy a suit of black clothes.'

"I counted
still dazed."
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INTEREST
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Extends to Depositor
New Account--Capita- l,

v

Every Proper

Accommodation,

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OrriCIRB AND OIRKCTORB
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD8
Prealdeal
M. W. FLOURNOY
yic President
FRANK McKKJt
Cartler
R. A. FROST
AMlatant Caahler
H. F. RAYNOLD3
Director
U. . DEPOSITORY
Autnorlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplui and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka 4 Santa

F

fGOO.OM.M

I250.000.M
itallwiy Company

An Essential Thing
Andjthere are many in the

man-

agement of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of its
officers.
Recognizing this responsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch v.ith every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

a

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
inferior kind.

They Keep the Flies Cut
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

esCjj
"OLD RELIABLE."

::

L.

ESTABLISHED

a. PUTNEY

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

...

T. E. PURDY, Agent

j

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stacile Groceries
In

the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
6

k

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL-

Full Particulars

117 1.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and
. $35
Return
San Francisco and Return $45

Get

GO.

Corner Third and Marquette

day and Saturday during

rail

NEW YORK.N.Y1

Solicit

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Every Tuesday, Thurs-

FB3
If

and

o

Excursions

l

DEPOSITS

1160,000.00.

California
::

SAYINGS

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE
RT.

branch of the animal kingdom.
"I will not say these fourflushers
are prevaricators If I can think of
any shorter word that will do," observed White Fang, warming himself
in front of a burning stump. "However, I cannot lex pass the misleading
statements of this bunch of Noah's
Ark
"For instance, there is the flagrant fiction written by Dingbat, the
bear, to the effect that a mollycoddle
stayed ten rounds with Jim Jeffries.
It might have been possible with a
Jack pO'Brien, since an apparent
frame-uyou
is involved , but
couldn't drag a mollycoddle into the
ring with Jeffries with a traction engine.
"Also, that prolific wmokjer.
the caribou, tells an impossible personal experience
of having
been shot at seven times In one day
in mistake for a guide. This is mere
tommyrot. If he had been attacked
by a human hunter in mistake for a
guide, he would have lx?en killed
seven times. Guides never escape.
At least not when out with a caribou
hunter.
"Perhaps the most sublime piffle Is
that written by Pipe Out, the Koeky
mountain lynx, to the effect that it
once witnessed a life and death struggle lasting three days between a man
and the hidden pocket of his wife's
dress. It goes on to state with ridiculous gravity that at the end of the
second day the man was still fresh
and had the pocket showing signs of
distress, and that he finally located It,
secured his prey, consisting of four
trading stamps and a milk ticket,
and smiled exultantly oefore dropI have
ping dead from exhaustion.
teen thousands of men essay this
absurd and Impossible task, but they
were ail quitters, and none of them
lasted more than 15 minutes.
"The animals who misinterpret human nature are nothing more nor less
than lyre birds.

::

ON

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. 3. Strlckler. V. P. and Cashier: W. J
Johnson. Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrtdge. Solo-mo- n
Luna. A. M. Blackwell.
Geo. Arnot. O. E. Cromwell.

Extremely Low Rates

I

ALLOWED

Wltli Ample Means anil riisiirpoHsrd Facilities.

Return Limit Nov. 30

VV

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

Tacks Parrot Is credited with having mail') one of the funniest home
runs on record at Atlanta, (a.
The
score was a tie In the ninth Inning
when Parrot came to the bat.
He
clouted a fast one on' the nose and
the ball went whizzing Into deep
center.
A rain storm the previous night had
left a good-size- d
puddle and, of
course, the ball had to roll right Into
It.
Parmtt tore down to first, made
the turn and then hesitated as he saw
the fielder stoop, as Tacks thought, to
pick up the ball.
It soon dawned on him, however,
that the ball had disappeared in the
mud puddle and he scooted for second.
He paused there long enough
to see the fielder's frantic scramble
had been unsuccessful,
and then
raced for third.
By this time the crowd was whooping and howling in delight and Parrot with but a backward glance,
bolted for the plate. The fielder had
finally found the ball and hurled it
to the plate, but Parrot took the
ground and his run won the game.
Tacks paid no heed to the laughter of the crowd, but. without waiting to brush the dirt from his clothes,
he hustled over to the scorer's box
"Say did you give
and demanded:
me a home run on that hit?"
Mike Uonlin, the hard hitter. Is
noted for being fond of many things,
but practice is not one of them. Hut
he tried one Htunt to get out of work
last spring that he will probably not
attempt to repeat.
The Giants had been out for an
hour or so engaged in strenuous
practice, under the eye of McGraw,
and Mike, along with some of the
others was getting tired. They wanted to return to the hotel, but McGraw had a contrary spell and kept
them at work.
Donlln was nt the bat nnd Bower-ma- n
was catching. There Is a short
right field at Memphis, where the
team was In training and Bowerman
had an inspiration.
"Knock all the balls over that
fence and break up the game," he
said.
The pitcher was Just lobbing them
over and It was a picnic for Mike to
foul three balls over the fence In
rapid succession.
The conspirators were chuckling
at the success when McGraw happened to glance their way. He Is
not noted for his angelic temper, and
he fairly boiled over at the attempt
to get the best of his orders.
"Those balls you put over the fence
will cost you $2 apiece and every one
that you knock out of the lot now
will cost you $5," he bawled.
The fine did not stick after McGraw had cooled down, but Mike
knocked no more balls over the
fence.

and September
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out the money whllj

Hunk Dished Out hy tli Human Nature I ten lists of tin' Jungle
.Stiitliiiig Kcliitniion by a Bnttlo-Scunv- d
Authority.
There is r.o iucs'l..i :hat Whiti
Fang Is the great authority on human beings In the animal world, having often hunted them face to face
and picked their bones.
It may be
said that he has an Intimate acquaintance with tli, subject. He has written several books describing their
death struggles therefore It Is with
no little Impatience that he has taken notice of the growing tendency of
other wild, woolly and smooth-coate- d
beasts on the literary lay to take
liberty with the natural characteristics of the genus homo. What has

i,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

June, July, August

SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.,
LONDOENGLAND.

tEne
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I hown Up By Wlhitte Fang'

GttffQRHIAffe
LOUISVILLE, KY.

ofT

g,,,j thing

"Winn-- : r.X(j."
I'roni I'hotosrapli by Staff ArtWt.
pained White Fang mostly Is that the
n.e of bunk handed
by alleged
human nature realists out
Is calculated to
-- ne the Jungle
a bum steer
Juveniles
regard, ng this highly interesting

its fortunate

TTESDAY, MAY

Ball Players
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Personal Knowledge
reallv
A vast fund of Dersonal knowledge
V
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For Baby
We have them all prices
from
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Prospector Who Struck Rich Caught In Covered Wagons
In Arizona and Will ProbOre There Is Investigating
ably be Deported.
Manzano Mountain Region.

to $25
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W.V.FutrelleFurnitureCo
Cor. Ceal and Second

NEW TIME CARD
EFFECTIVE

president of the Wabash; William E.
Guv. of St. Louis, and Geo. J. Gould,
Litigation, success- of New York.
fullv carried through the New York
courts, started an the result of the
purchase of 20,000 acres of coal land
in Ohio bv Jones.
The v neeiini
Lake Krle road was to build a brancn
property
as n part
line through the
or tne purcnase agreement,
way was not built, and the Little

..,...

Kanawha syndicate handling the deal
refused to reimburse Jones lor me
money he advanced, and suit to re
cover followed.

1!IMV:
Changes

Man-Jtun-

int. "

SUNDAY

MOVKV TO

FIGHT THE "KATV.
Junction C'ltv, Kan., June 4. Allen
Piatt, of Labette. Kan., representing
a company that was organized In Os
wego, Kan., for tne purpose 01 laning
the case of the Missouri, Kansas tic
Texas Hallway vs. William Watwm to
the supreme court or tne united
Slates. is Interesting the people along
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas railway
from Junction City to the territory
line in an effort to secure the neces
sary funds to take the case up to the
supreme court.
The case was fought through the
district court of Labette county nnd
the supreme court of Kansas decided
In favor of the railroad last January.
Fifty feet of land on each side of the
present right of way rrom junction
City to the territory line Is Involved.
The "Katv claims the land by gov
ernment grant, and the farmers claim
it by reason of having a United State
patent on It, and they have neld
iicaceable and undisputed possession
of It until the statute of limitation has
run out.

in Schedules
to Make
Less Speed.

James Hyde, a prospector from
Yuma county, Arizona, is in the city
for a brief stay, enroute to his for
mer home in Colorado. Mr. Hyde
stopped in AlbU(uer(iie to rind the
o
truth of the gold strike In the
mountains, and will leave for
the north tonlnht. He has been con
nected with the rich prtrlkes in Yuma
county, Arizona.
The rock that carries tne from in
the Marvin strike at Copper moun
tain In Yuma county consists of three
ledges cutting through the mountain
range. dtmdnK toward the north at
dean inclination of" about forty-fiv- e
grees, while the granite which constitutes the country rock has its dip
toward the east or northeast
of the gold bearing lodge
fact
.
,
. The
ianp. of ,he
granite at an angle, which in this
forty-five
degrees, Is
case is about
taken by miners to indicate that the
to a great
bonanza will continue
depth, where as. if the planes of the
gold bearing rock were parallel to
the cleavage planes the rich deposit
they say. would be apt to pinch out
at a short distance below
The three ledges are about inn feet
apart, measured on a perpendicular
to their planes, and are from three to
six feet In thickness.
The three gold bearing ledges can
be easily traced for some distance
nnd though In most places their out
cropping is covered by boulders fallen from the cliff above. It is evident
quantities may
that gold In payingway
along, for it
be found all of the
Is found to be the case wherever exposed, and it can hardly be supposed
existing all along. the outcrop
that
.
Vw.
r
m
g.n. .a.
(iwit OVttllnl ti Ad
vvjum
id Liuiiun
Into the mountains, at least In some
places.
At one place near the middle, measuring from the ends of the outcrop,
a fair sample, taken entirely ncross
the ledge four and a half feet In
by assay
width, the ore averaged
J235.45 to the ton, and in no place
by
horning
average
as shown
has the
failed to yield paying quantities.

1

Phoenix, Ariz., June 4 Immigra
tion Inspector J. J. Murphy has made
his 'star" catch by bagging twenty-fou- r
Japanese in a covered wagon on
a ranch within twenty miles of Tuc
son. They were under the guidance
of Mexicans and were making a determined effort to elude detection.
They have all been placed in durance, pending Instructions from the
department of commerce and labor
at Washington, and will no doubt be
deported.
Each of these Japanese
bore military decorations, Indicating
's
they
had been members of
that
campaign with Hussia.
The arrest of these Japanese Is In
accordance with strict instructions
which have been sent out from
Washington to the officers of the immigration service to be vigilant in
Arizona to see that undesirable alien"
do not succeed in gaining an entrance Into Uncle Sam's territory.
When one stops to consider what
this means it will be plainly seen that
a few men at widely separated stations are forced to compete with all
of the cunning the wily foreign can
summon uu to figure out a way of
aleluding the officers. However,
though the latter work at a heavy
the
cases
where
disadvantage, the
aliens do succeed in getting into the
country are few and far between.
As Instanced in the case of these
Jntianese. who were traveling in cov
ered wagons under the direction of
they succeeded
Mexicans, although
border,
In crossing the international
they did not get very far north in the
came
they
territory before
.under in
eye of the Immigration Inspector and
were placed under arrest.

ENDEAVOR to conduct our business on
the Golden Rule plan. We give a Man
Clothing that will satisty him and prove to
be as represented. Clothing, that will cause him
to think well of us and make this his Clothinp
store. We give a Man Clothing that will not make
us ashamed to look him square in the face the
next time we meet him. We never advertise
"$30.00 Suits at $4.09" or "The Best Clothing in

WE

the world at the cost of the buttons.
Every patron of this store will receive a satisfactory measure of value for his money, backed
guarantee of "Money back, if you
by our iron-cla- d
want it." We do business on the square.
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MAN theDELL

Agent for
WASHINGTON CLOTHING.
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OUGHSand
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Fret Trial.
Steps Have Been Taken to
7, westbound, arrives at 10:55
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a.
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Surest and Quickest dure for all
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Have Force Equal to That
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m.
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at
leaves
.and
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10, eastbound, arrives at 6:30
of United States.
DELECATE SMITH IS
and leaves at 7 a. m.
2. eastbound. arrives at 7:55 a.
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Plsbee. Ariz., June 4. That Mexico
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is shortly to have a force of mounted
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Thfy
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m., and leaves at i:u P- "
oft
border police equivalent to the Uniarit v ami oiniftiions.liicreaar Tint
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ted States ranger force will doubtm., and leaves at 6:50 p. m.
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Etter, superintendent of the Hlo
Is enroute to Oak Creek, where he
step will shortly be taken by the
IT
ANN
bO
Martin, of the Denver & Hio
Crnnde division.
rok AbY BY
will Join Judge K. E. Sloan and Keese government OI .Mexico anu an mie- Superintendent Etter, with other Grande railroad, who left Santa
M. Ling of this city, and several otn- - ui.ite force which will act independ
attending
Sunday morning on a northbound
ha been
superintendents,
er trout fishers, for an outing of sev- ently of either the government troops
at To- - stock train, was probably fatally in- the annual time card meetingnight
or the rurals, be formed with senor
About a month ago the Superior eral days.
on jured by being knocked from the top
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be obtained from an authoritative
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source.
"The two El Paso trains will not
sent by
Will Soon Form Comiiany.
be taken off, as was the supposition," stock car with his back to the engine Koswell and to make this one of their in congress, he causes to be
that and as they passed a water tank near distributing points for the Pecos val the governmental fish and game war
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young
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manner of Itching of the skin. I Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
have been afflicted for man? years Tablets tonight. Tliey produce an
remedy. Sold by all
with skin disease. I had to get up agreeable, laxative j effect, clear the
druggists at $1.00 per
Price
three or four times every night and head and cleanse tfie stomach.
bottle. Our little
wash with cold water to allay the 25 cents, tramples free at all druggists.
UBinff
this
tArrflil. ttnhlrtff tult sine
SEATS
bock, telling all about
o- I
salve In December, 105, the itching
To CMckea r"e er..
this liniment, will be sent free.
nnX hoa nnl frAiiMart m a. I
nggood
Elder John T. Onelev. Rootvllle. I Mausard's Mills are
ITO lbs.
Te Brsrflf Remittor Co.. Atlanta. Pa.
heat tt $1 50
Pa. For saU by all druggists.

No.
p. m.
No.
p. m.,
No.
p. m.,
No.
p. m.
No.
a. m.,
No.
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tlT "fi ctnds
W with thtfoctnJ
The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is co m fort able from

U

tht-n-

S

'he

start.

The burning and aching
aused by still soles s?.nd the
evils of thin soles are presented bv the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
eet for hours at a time with.
:omfort.
A stylish

mm

shoe

that's

absolutely
comfortable

Jkrm

a.

COAL

W-6-

N: Si,

Every Woman

int-ii- t.

cum-.i.-
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)xfords,
'
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The Manhattan Musical Comedy Co.

1

T ONTO II T

TOO
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n

PJJsiirirocssII

V.

11

jJ(wami(Bim

1

MANY
WIVES

h,

The Best

9

PRICES 25c.

Jr

s'

Evef3

RESERVED

35c.

...

J.J

WM. CHAPLIN

Beaven

CASINO

$3-- 5

iigh Shoes,
$4.00

0

MM
Traction Park

Cnm

Blktrt

U-O-

FOR CASH ONLY

"1

Ki

fsuM Ctlt

WOOD

.

WJs)ttMT(

VMS

None Better.

i

Railroad Avanua

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square) Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts rive Years
JAP-A-LA-

C.

408 Watt Railroad Awanna

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second 8treet, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

REAL, ESTATE
LOANS.
Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldln

FIRE INSURANCE.

A. E. WALKER,
rmrn
INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building; Associa
tion. Office al SIT West
avenue.

Rsllf

W. E,

MAUGEP

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger
Office, lift North First Be
ALIlt'QVEKQUE. N. M.

TOTI a QRADI
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ba
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders Cos
this line with us.
m-m-INORTH TH T.D BT.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
AS Kinds of

Freali and Salt st

Ba,nwix Factory.
8tm
EMIL HUKXWOKT

Masonic Building, North Third

Strs

D. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms II and IS t'romwell BIocsv
Albuquerque. Telephone No.

la.

ALBUQUERQUE

riGIIT,

r.KGF.

i"

i

0.

PERSONAL

fnlr liinUht

Light Weight Shoes

A

"fln..

Juno

H

Tut'ilay.

CITIZEN.

A. MATSON

MARKET

2.50 to 3 50
3.50 to 4.00 A

2.50 to 4.00

r. r. maynaro

hickox

Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

Prices

We have the three arid . w w
M
you may prefer, in a wide diversity of fabrics.
i uesie are SKeieton lined to match the cloth, with
tne Dockets "sta
"AV J will
1 I1C
Oct
ironts are interlined with canvas or haircloth to
g
.fflty: 1 he trosers have cuffs,
and2 side buckles and are made with an inclination toward the peg-to- p
effect, for Summer wear.
Especially good values are priced at
twn-UnH- nn

Toiiiog goous should hold the positending the military Institute at
tion.
However, he has been iirovalleri
has returned to this city.
upon to take the management,
Countv Commissioner C P. Kttnder H is more than likely that ho and
will
of Sandoval county, arrived in Albu be elected to the position at the meetquerque from Hernahllo today.
ing to be held tonight.
Though the bark of the Browns
f
J.
F. .Sllva, superintendent
schools for Sandoval county, came has been afloat now for a couple of
weens,
me management of the club
here from Menialtllo yesterday on
was not in the hands of anv one nel
business.
son.
The
oilier hendu tn.iU ll ....,
Thomas Seward, of the Mutual
Henetlt Life Insurance company, is ineuiseives to start tho club going,
it has been irolnir Homo
Tiia
expected to return from his visit to and
meeting toniirlu will ho for iv.Q or
the south today.
ganization of the team as well as for
.Mrs. Loken, wife of an American the
.of a manager.
The sal
Lumber company employe, left last ary selection
list win he revised and put down
night for Minneapolis, .Minn., to spend lu black
HERMAN ZWEIGART
and white and the chances
the summer,
are that some expense money men
C. I. Ilouk. a well known
sheep will be dropped from the list, with a
PROPRIETOR
man from Winsiow, who has been In label of "dead wood."
tho city for several days, returned from lilavers who run Propositions
rtr.tt-holfl
Arno & Coal
Phone 185
home last night on train No. 1.
mini oase and one station in the field
D. C. Labbe. special representative
will be entertained.
With the ex
of the Occidental Life Insurance com- ception of these two positions, the
pany, left on the llyer today for Ari- Browns are Callable of vnlnir nirnlna nrxxyxoooooQooocx3ooooooc)OQ
zona, on Insurance business.
any team In the southwest.
As for monev for tho snnnort of
Miss Margaret Koach and her sis---Tr
r
Vfr re-ter. Miss Hannah, of 410 South Edith the team, the team started ntr with ;i
street, loft last night for Trinidad, donation nf $3i! from William Mc
intosh, who fathered the Brownies to
where they will spend the summer.
last year. The team hn nl- Forest Guards Fred Weir and J. H. success
six cams this son unit
Mctlulnness are In the city today and readywonplayed
tour of thorn. However, no
will leave tomorrow
morning for aim
game
yet
has
as
netted one cent of
special work lu the Manzano national profit to
the club.
The games at
forest.
115-11- 7
Koswell were played for exnonsos nnd
.
A.
Urliik,
superintendent
of the game with Santa Fe on the local
Between Railroad and
agents for the Occidental Life Insur- grounds Sunday lost the club
about
ance company, will leave tonight for
J lie loss is charged
to
the
rain
ine noiinorn pari oi me territory on
business.
Alderman Hanley and City Health
'Officer Frank Cjuier made a tour SKATING
TONIGHT
through the residence and business
incity
morning
this
district of tho
..
.
vestigating rumors of nuisances In
various places.
&
C. W. Wright, of Kothenburg
Schloss, of this city, will go to Long
Heach, Cal., tonight with his family.
After a short sojourn Mr. Wright will
return home, leaving his family In
California for the summer.
The national board of control of
si Idlers' homes passed through
'.he
city today, e.u ojte east on trim No.
I.
Kjpri si illative W. P. Jlrow rilnw.
of Tennessee, chairman of the board,
he.'l. 1t.il Ml, ti.il'lv
la tnhii'nliiT
i roin an inspection or soiuiers Homes
m i;anrornia
una elsewhere,
ine
party came here direct from Los
Angeles.
The members of the city council
sre certainly polite. Last night
Mayor McKee arose to talk and at
the same time Alderman Harrison
rose to speak on the sign ordinance,
which Is being violated. "After you
my dear Alphonse," exclaimed Mayor
McKee making a low bow. "No, after you," answered Harrison bowing K'r
low. Finally the laughter of the other councilmen caused Mayor McBeef
Kee to rap for order and he sat down,
leaving ine uoor to Harrison.
Good'.Mosic Ladies Admitted Free.
Will Bedford, a cowboy from
came to Albuquerque yesterday and proceeded to "get on a tear."
In police court this morning, when
charged with being drunk and disorderly. Bedford pleaded guilty, and
Ladles and Men's Clothing
was lined
which he paid. Char
BUY MERRITT'S
Pressed and rten.ilrort
les Aiken, arrested last night for beCREAMERY
fn'i
ing too soused, was assessed $5 by Suits made to order. All work guar- Judge Craig and in default of that .nieeu.
reasonanie.
amount he was placed in the new
105 N First St.
holdover.

Spring Lamb

belt-loo-

$15

T

The HICKOX -- MAYNARD CO.

lf

NEW MEXICO'S LEA OINQ JEWELERS
South Second St.

The Arch Front

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North First St.

All Kindt of Indian and Maxlcan Goods. Tho Cboapest
Plaoo to bay Navajo Blankots and Maxlcan Drawn Work
Mall Ordmra Car fully and Promptly rillmd.

J.

At Popular

$18

Irl la j u

u

n- -i r,- -, Ti

i

T,--

r

rvv

--

v

lJ

llffal

In tl sO I

NORTH FIRST STREET

WATER
COOLERS

H. O'RIELLY DRUG CO.

-,

$20

v'J
U

Coppar Ave., Tel. 74

h

Reftigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

FM

The busiest drug store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
recently refitted our Ice cream department and can
now accommodate
fifty people at a sitting. The best of everything
In our line.

t-

ps

Xt&L,

SIMON STERN

Hand Painted China

The

Summer Clothes

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

$12

We Are Displaying

J

We Have an Exceptional Showing of

t

Patent Kid Shoes for Women $3.00 to $5.00

w.

mi

i,

i

Ros-well- ,

qeo.

mmm

MEAT

BROWNS

(ienerally

is In tile
on business toilay.
Meeting to He Meld Tonight,
.7. W. D.mirlns ami wife, of Denver.
are visiting liieiuls in tho city.
and Oly Is Slated For
It. H. llaiina. nf Sanla Ke, was In
tho rlty today on a Inisitn'Ns mission
the Job.
Mi.ss Uohorta I.nnhrl.inil. of thin rltv
nill leave tonight fur San Francisco.
The Albuquerque Browns will hold
F.
t). Spenke. "f Fast Las Vegas.
me uay nun men. is In Alliu n nieeung at the corner of Centra
sein
avenue and X iml Htriur ihu
(jiieniue.
Ing, at H o'clock, and tho Indications
John V. tulllan, superintendent are
mat O. A. Milson will he ei..,tu.l
of the H.inan rual mines, arrived in manager
for the season. The propothe city yesenlay.
has been put square up to Mr.
liyron Harvey, en route for Califor sition
Matson and he has consented to un- nia, stopped a lew minutes in Ainu
ueridKe the work under certain conuuernue last night.
ditions, finiitim uli.i-:la iimu o.k.wl 1. I. ...
I,on Knis, W. H. Chamberlain and that tho clui shows him no favors
t
Men it comes to
Miss arpenter armed from the Ma
Inlying
supplies,
balls bats, etc. Mr. Matson refused to
drld coal mines yesterday.
accept
the
management
of the club
Tho advisory board of the terrltor
some time ago and gave as his reason
lal fair will meet tonight at the Com
for doillS so Hint ho IhoiiD-hthjt ....
merclal club, at 7 ; 4 5 o'clock.
F. W. DeWolf. who has boon at merchant engaged in the selling of

ft

)

HIGHLAND

MANAGER OE THE

S. F. LIU. of

using low shoes on account of weak
or swoolen ankles. To suddIv their
demand for cool and stylish footwear we
naa a line 01 snoes maae tnai are as easy
t as any Oxford.
j
Having light, hand turned soles and ex-- f
I tra soft Patent Kid or Vici Kid uppers they
2K give free entrance to the air, make the foot
l comfortable and look dainty. :: :: :: :: ::

107.

WILL BE

illy

GOOD many people are prevented from

gj Vici Kid Shoes for Women
J Patent Colt Shoes for Men
J Vici Kid Shoes for Men -

TUESDAY, MAY t,

i

lV Ii A (J HA1MIN
i:riiiit roKixwsr.
Dt'tiviT.

EVENING

"

f.

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

1

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

AN ELEGANT LINE OF LIBBEY'S
BRILLIANT CUT OLA

McCor mick Harvesters and Mowers

H. E. Fox, Secretary and Manager.

None Better

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

HARDWARE

32

GO.

Tinners

W. R.R.Ave.

Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of

WW'Mmmm

Whlte

iBaCTa
;f fcs
'jX'aSfeS

tamIce

Refrig-

erators
is

x

the

most

complete
In the city

'

if

Coolers

'

1

Card signs, "Rooms for r.ent,"
"Board," etc.. for aale at the office of
The Evening Citizen.

AICTIO.

Water

ij

Filters

Just Arrived

212 W. Silver Ave.

fJrand cnmhlnatlun furniture jal".
"You have tried the rest whv
Wednesd.iy afternoon, Juno Oth, 1:30
o'cliick
Hhari), ut new
Kuynolds not get the ISest" at Shaws.
building, went Central avenue.
Mrs.
n
It. W. S. Xcgun and Mrs. Carl
.h(ith Ufll known rKiih.tit-if
the city, will dimose of their hand-- I
Home furniture at auction.
No Hiok-- j
nesa In either family; goods need ir
Stainplng lono to Onlor.
recommendation.
Sale consists In
for
part of Charier Oak range, gas range,
linoleum, laundry stove, two refrigJNVORK
erators, two kitchen cabinets, tables,
utensils, dishes, two dining room
suits, two sideboards, china closet, Mrs. M. C Wilson
224 W. Gold
bookcase, round table, base burner.
two chiffoniers, mahogany
dresser
and dressing table, brass beds, fold-- I
ing bed. library table, solij rosewood
sofa. Inlaid mahogany table and desk,
blrdscye maple dresser,
and dressers, $400 upright piano In The Railroad Avenue Optician
actual use about a year, Morris chair,
serving table, carpets and rugs, fanl-- i
Lyes Examined hree
tary couch, hair and u.stermoor mat-- !
1 14 Railroad
Avenue
tresses, rockers,
fact,
chairs In
enough to satisfy the most fastidious.
ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M.
See goods Tuesday before sale.
II. S. K.NhlHT, Auctioneer.
I
I

Palace
AVE.

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cot f;lm. Clocks, Silverware.
jour trade and sua ran lee A SQUAltK DEAL.

We Invite

.
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tat thei
.iiMy
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FANCY DRY GOODS

Just what you
need.

A New Supply of

iiEPvl

A. II. Mover. Old Smith Thlr.l

i

High Grade Shoes

J

Our Specialty

li

Best Medium

OUR

Priced ITrousers

Cons'. Co.

The IDHL SHOE STORE i

jj

i

Leon

..

.

mmi

Manager.

'

the

a

TAILOR

Wholesale Distributors

Maker of

G IJ A R

AXT

the Market

N. T. Aririjo

li

You

On

the Corner

Win. CHAPLIN
FNE FOOTWEAR
Agents I'or
FLORBHCIM SHOES
121 R. R. Ave.

R.R

122 South Second

Q

TICKETS
ANO

bOUGHT.

SOLO

EXCHANGED

Association Offlea
Transaction
:
Cuarantaao

HOSENflEIOtS,

IIBW.

0

0d
0
0
19

Not Made by the Trust
Lightest R
jwo iui

icjaird

Write For Prices

Albuquerque, Na

Mexico

R. fl. Are

.

O

Tjcai .uuiiger, vost

FULLY WARRANTED
mouin rirm I mtraat
Mot, Jos. HortHnr.tetra.t

is

0
0

Harvesting Machinery

I

The Loading Stationer.

a New Pair.

Skates

Amateurs.

HAWLEY

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West
Gold

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Room 7.

S .i.;,:i.-H

You may buy a pair of Dutchess Trousers and wear them
two months. For every suspender button that comes off we
will pay you Ten Cents. If they rip at the waist band we will
pay you Fifty Cents.
If they rip in the seat or elsewhere, we will pay vou One Dol-

lar or Give

Building.

Eastman
Kodaks
Finishing for

K K

$

1T1

S02 West Railroad Avenue. Phone 131

Fine Clothes

on

r
&

Now Location

424 NORTH SECOSO ST.
TELEPHONE 43

GIELITZ

For Appearance

Direct From the Factory
&

ffi

w

1 FRESH DRY BATTERIES
Reliance Electric

lonable and timely
footwear.

K
jL

Ladies' and Gentlemen's

The

5?

The Season's Newest &
and Latest.

JUST RECEIVED

s

RFI

M'ltSK.

(,."

For Service

want.
M

GM1-nia-

Mr.
.

BUTTER

aaaULaikaMaa1&aaauia2

FANCY

THE

&

$j Just what you

SHAWS BAKERY

C. H. Cams, O. D.

RAILROAD

Steaks

JUST OPENED

.MaU-rlitl-

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

Diamond

Tenderloins
Pork Tenderloins

BRST

n
8

i

n
li VERITT
jj

Sweetbreads
Brains
Roasts

Morelli, the Tailor

Cream
Freezers

35rSSpt

Water

KANSiS CITY

4

.

I

0
0
0
0
li
.N.
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1

